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Billboard’s 2022 Country
Power Players Revealed
BY BIL L BOAR D STAF F
ShopKeeper Management’s Marion Kraft — who
reflects with longtime superstar client Miranda Lambert about their journey together in the industry —
leads Billboard‘s annual celebration of the executives
setting the bar throughout the country music industry.
Marion Kraft
CEO, ShopKeeper Management
Marion Kraft vividly recalls one meeting at Sony
Nashville in 2007 — early in her days as a manager for
then-rising star Miranda Lambert. Joe Galante, who
ran the label at the time, wanted to update his artists
and their managers on the state of the music business. “[He] was the master of making sure everyone
felt part of it and we were all true partners with our
record label,” Kraft recalls. But looking around at the
group of managers and executives around her, Kraft
was struck. “There was one woman and me,” she says.
“That was it.”
Today, “those meetings have changed dramatically,”
says Kraft, 57, while sitting in the Nashville office of
her company, ShopKeeper Management. Since opening ShopKeeper 13 years ago, she has built a singular
career anchored by her close to 20- year partnership
with reigning Academy of Country Music (ACM)

entertainer of the year Lambert. The company’s allfemale staff now guides a roster that includes Ashley
Monroe, Pistol Annies (the trio of Lambert, Monroe
and Angaleena Presley), Tenille Townes and Aaron
Raitiere. All the while, she has become a mentor to
and supporter of the next generation of female executives in country music, like Kerri Edwards (Luke
Bryan, Cole Swindell), Janet Weir (Maren Morris) and
Mary Hilliard Harrington (Dierks Bentley, Elle King).
“ ‘What would Marion do?’ is a question I ask
myself pretty often,” says Red Light Management’s
Harrington. “Marion has incredible natural instincts,
and she also is a great listener and problem solver. She
always sees the big picture and thinks strategically.
Plus, she throws a hell of a dance party.”
Read Billboard‘s full profile on executive of the year
Marion Kraft here.
Scott Borchetta
Founder/president/CEO, Big Machine Label Group;
chairman of labels, HYBE America
Andrew Kautz
COO, Big Machine Label Group; president of labels,
HYBE America
(continued)
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Allison Jones
Executive vp of A&R, Big Machine Label
Group
Mike Rittberg
Executive vp of label operations, Big Machine
Label Group
Dave Kelly
Vp of digital consumption, Big Machine Label
Group
Big Machine Label Group has been on a
signing spree, making deals with hot country upstarts Jackson Dean, Conner Smith,
Kidd G ( jointly signed with Rebel/Geffen),
Tiera Kennedy, Mackenzie Carpenter, Abbey Cone and Shane Profitt over the past
year. As label acts like Carly Pearce and
Thomas Rhett continue to log significant
successes, Borchetta says, “I’m most proud
of our more than ever aggressive stance with
A&R and new signings.”
Mike Curb
Chairman, Curb Records; Word Entertainment
Curb has continued having success
in both the contemporary Christian and
country genres. In the country space, Lee
Brice added to his list of Billboard No. 1
hits this past year with the Country Airplay
chart-topper “Memory I Don’t Mess With.”
Meanwhile, his song “One of Them Girls”
was honored as song of the year during the
country music celebrations held by performing rights organizations ASCAP, BMI
and SESAC. Dylan Scott’s “New Truck” has

reached No. 10 on Hot Country Songs,
and Scott teamed with Stoney Creek/BBR
artist Jimmie Allen for the unifying “In Our
Blood.”
Mike Dungan
Chairman/CEO, Universal Music Group
Nashville
Cindy Mabe
President, Universal Music Group Nashville
Mike Harris
COO/executive vp, Universal Music Group
Nashville
Royce Risser
Executive vp of promotion, Universal Music
Group Nashville
Brian Wright
Executive vp of A&R, Universal Music Group
Nashville
Universal Music Group Nashville has no
shortage of artists topping the charts, from
veterans to newcomers. But for Dungan, the
continued commercial and critical success
of Chris Stapleton, who swept his three
Grammy Award categories and won several
other industry honors this year is “further
recognition of a great artist who came from
outside of the box to build his way to the
very top of our industry, radically changing
and enriching culture along the way.”
Seth England
Partner/CEO, Big Loud
Joey Moi
Partner/producer, Big Loud
Craig Wiseman

Partner/songwriter, Big Loud
Austen Adams
COO, Big Loud
Candice Watkins
Senior vp of marketing, Big Loud
Artists like superstar Morgan Wallen,
as well as HARDY, Ernest, Lily Rose and
Jake Owen, helped bolster Big Loud to the
status of Billboard’s No. 1 Hot Country Songs
Label for 2021. Additionally, Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Album was Billboard’s
No. 1 album on the year-end all-genre Billboard 200. “Our roster experienced
exponential growth over the last 12 to 18
months,” says Adams, “between new chart
milestones, new signings and new music
that has exceeded every expectation.”
John Esposito
Chairman/CEO, Warner Music Nashville
Ben Kline
Cris Lacy
Co-presidents, Warner Music Nashville
Kristen Williams
Senior vp of radio, Warner Music Nashville
James Marsh
Director of radio accounts, Warner Music
Nashville
Esposito, who will transition to chairman emeritus in 2023, spent much of 2022
preparing WMN for the future, including
upping Kline and Lacy to co-presidents and
redesigning its radio department under Williams. “Our long-standing geographic approach is now supplemented with a focus on
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2022 MUSIC INNOVATION
For the first time ever, Billboard is publishing
its inaugural Music Innovation Issue on
August 6th. The issue will explore the
seismic shifts in innovation and technology
that keep the music industry unsettled yet
cutting-edge.
The issue will also be distributed at the 4th
Annual Music Tectonics Conference on
October 25-27 in Santa Monica! Please
contact your Billboard rep to learn more
about this exciting opportunity.
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stardom with his cross-format smash, “Fancy Like,” an ode to a sweetheart who’s happy
with “Applebee’s on a date night/Got that
Bourbon Street steak with an Oreo shake.”
The song topped the Hot Country Songs and
Country Airplay charts and reached No. 3 on
the all-genre Billboard Hot 100. The track
also won top country song at the Billboard
Music Awards in May. “It not only changed
everything for him as an artist,” says McCartney, “but it changed everything for us at
Monument, too.”
What was your biggest achievement of
the year?
Walker hitting the top of every country
chart — blasting through every TV screen
and prompting millions of TikToks — was a
surreal experience for our whole team. And
now with his song “AA” on the same trajectory, we couldn’t be more excited for what’s
next for him and for Monument.
How did you celebrate Hayes’ No. 1 for
“Fancy Like?” Oreo shakes for everyone?
Yes, actually. Walker came to the office
for a toast with the entire staff and it was a
super emotional moment for everyone. We
had a chance to really reflect on the work
that has gone on over the last several years,
and we were able to really recognize every
staff member for their huge impact on the
process. And then, we did, in fact, all go to
Applebee’s for a celebratory dinner.
Caitlyn Smith also is a rising star on
the roster. What are the plans for her?
She’s just a hit away. The foundation she
has built as a songwriter, powerhouse vocalist, producer and touring artist is unlike any
other new artist in our format. We released
the first portion of her self-produced new
album, High, earlier this year and shipped
her single “Downtown Baby” to country
radio, which kicked off her headlining tour.
She performs the theme song for the new
Fox TV show Monarch premiering in September. She is also a guest star on the show.
We are focused on breaking her wide open
this year.
What steps is Monument taking to
make country more diverse and inclusive?
I’m proud to say that we have a 50/50
male-to-female artist ratio on the Monument roster. Yet there is still major room for

improvement when it comes to amplifying
more diverse voices in our format. All deserve to be heard. The audience is there and
the talent is there. Jason Owen and Shane
McAnally have been and are hugely outspoken advocates for the LGBTQ community.
I’ve personally learned a lot serving on the
[diversity, equity and inclusion] task forces
for both the Country Music Association and
Academy of Country Music and am bringing
those tools to our team, our artists and the
company as a whole. We all still have a long
way to go. It is a huge priority as we move
forward.
Norbert Nix
Partner/president, Triple Tigers Records
Kevin Herring
Senior vp of promotion, Triple Tigers Records
Triple Tigers Records, a Sony Music
Entertainment imprint created out of a
partnership among Thirty Tigers, Triple 8
Management and veteran music executive
Nix, scored its eighth No. 1 in its six years
with the September release “You Time”
from Scotty McCreery. The label also logged
its first triple-platinum single: Russell Dickerson’s “Yours.” Both artists now have the
fastest-rising songs of their careers. Adds
Nix: “Look for newcomer Jordan Fletcher
this summer.”
Narvel Blackstock
CEO, Starstruck Entertainment
Blake Shelton is key to the Starstruck
client portfolio, and Blackstock’s crew treats
his career like a wisely diversified 401k.
Shelton released his 12th album, Body Language, in May 2021, with a deluxe version
following in December as the 21st season of
NBC’s The Voice wrapped with Shelton in a
judge’s chair. Shelton is also using the Nashville branch of his Ole Red venues to film
the inaugural season of TV contest Barmageddon. Starstruck clients Maggie Rose and
pop artist Caroline Kole also issued albums,
and Starstruck Studios — Cody Johnson’s
favorite recording locale — added a Dolby
mixing room.
Ash Bowers
Owner/manager, Wide Open Music
Bowers, whose clients include Jimmie
Allen, Matt Stell and George Birge, kept
busy with Allen’s “massive award season”
this past year. Allen, who will open for Car-

rie Underwood on tour this fall, co-hosted
the 2022 ACM Awards with Dolly Parton
and Gabby Barrett (after winning new male
artist in 2021), took home the CMA Award
for new artist of the year and was the only
country act to earn a Grammy nomination for best new artist this year. Stell, who
scored a Country Airplay No. 1 with “Everything But On” in 2020, will release his debut
album later this year. “We love developing
new artists and breaking careers more than
anything at Wide Open,” Bowers says, “and
are constantly proud of what we are building with each one of them.”
Virginia Bunetta
Managing partner/artist manager, G-Major
Management
Longtime G-Major client Thomas Rhett
put out two albums “in under 12 months,”
says Bunetta, with Country Again: Side A debuting on the chart dated May 15, 2021,
and Where We Started arriving on April 16,
2022; both peaked at No. 2 on Top Country
Albums. Rhett partnered with Amazon Music for Thomas Rhett: The Live Experience,
a live album launch for Where We Started.
Bunetta adds that G-Major is expanding,
signing newcomer Mackenzie Carpenter.
Coran Capshaw
Founder, Red Light Management
Brad Belanger
Owner, Homestead
Mary Hilliard Harrington
Manager, Red Light Management; chairman
of the board, Country Music Association
Tom Lord
Manager/head of marketing, Red Light Management
According to Red Light, the company’s
clients enjoyed 22 weeks at No. 1 on the
Country Airplay chart in the last 18 months,
including rising star Lainey Wilson, who
achieved her first radio hit with “Things a
Man Oughta Know” and repeated the feat
a few months later alongside Cole Swindell
on “Never Say Never.” Parker McCollum
also landed his own pair of chart-toppers.
Capshaw emphasizes that even as Red
Light racks up wins in “traditional” formats
with clients like Chris Stapleton, Sam Hunt
(through Belanger’s Homestead company)
and Dierks Bentley, it is also focusing on
achieving success through “nontraditional
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CLEOPATRA RECORDS
30TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

One of the largest and longest lasting
independent record labels in existence,
Cleopatra Records, are celebrating their 30th
anniversary this year. What began in 1992 as a
small operation out of the garage of founder
Brian Perera has since grown into a family of
labels representing one of the most diverse
catalogs that encompasses a variety of genres
with an emphasis on unique and experimental
artists. In a time when most small record labels
either die out or get bought by a major, Cleopatra
Records has managed to survive and thrive as a
privately owned entity deftly navigating the
seismic shifts in the industry that have caused so
many labels to founder. Please join us in
celebrating this monumental milestone.
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methods.” To that end, it launched a TV
production company, selling New Year’s
Eve Live: Nashville’s Big Bash to CBS, and
focused on expanding brand relationships.
Working with automotive or alcohol companies, for example, is “another big area of
growth and exposure,” says Capshaw.
Bob Doyle
President, Bob Doyle & Associates
After Garth Brooks’ stadium tour was
forced to shut down twice — first in 2020
at the start of the pandemic and again amid
more COVID-19 uncertainty during the
summer of 2021 — Brooks’ longtime manager Doyle got the trek back up and running
in March 2022. Averaging, according to
Doyle, 90,000-plus tickets sold per market
so far, Doyle helped Brooks face down the
unprecedented challenges to remain one of
the world’s best-selling, highest-grossing
artists of all time.
Martha Earls
Owner, Neon Coast
“The highest achievement for our company over the past year was getting our artists
back on the road and in front of fans despite
the lingering challenges of COVID-19,” says
Earls. “Kane Brown’s NBA arena tour was a
massive success, and to have sold out shows
from coast to coast during a time of market
uncertainty was a tremendous achievement
and a testament to Kane’s superstardom.”
Up-and-coming acts also returned to the
road. “Launching Restless Road’s headlining
tour and getting Nightly back in front of its
rabid fan base through touring,” says Earls,
“have been such satisfying achievements
that have allowed us to take both acts to the
next level.”
Ann Edelblute
Owner, The HQ
A Las Vegas residency that grossed
$12.4 million and the Grammy Award-winning gospel album Savior are among Carrie
Underwood’s recent accomplishments. “We
were proud to be a part of the grand opening
of the Resorts World Theatre in Las Vegas
in December with Carrie Underwood’s
ongoing Reflection: The Las Vegas Residency,
as she was the first artist to perform there,”
Edelblute says of the eight-time Grammy
winner whose new album, Denim &
Rhinestones, arrived June 10. Underwood

has played three sold-out runs (December
through May), and will return to Vegas in
2023 after her just-announced 43-city Denim & Rhinestones arena tour concludes.
Kerri Edwards
President, KP Entertainment
Before his fifth season as a judge on
ABC’s American Idol, Edwards’ client Luke
Bryan staged his 2021 Proud To Be Right
Here Tour (earning recognition as a finalist
for top country tour at the Billboard Music
Awards) and then launched his Las Vegas
headlining dates for Resorts World in February. Among other members of the KP Entertainment roster: Cole Swindell scored his
seventh Country Airplay No. 1 with “Never
Say Never” with Lainey Wilson, and Dylan
Scott celebrated his first trophy at the 2021
CMT Awards, winning breakthrough video
of the year for “Nobody.” The latest addition
to Edwards’ management roster, American
Idol season 19 winner Chayce Beckham, released his debut EP, Doin’ It Right, in April.
Clint Higham
Co-owner/president, Morris Higham Management
Dale Morris
Co-owner, Morris Higham Management
Morris Higham Management client
Kenny Chesney wrapped 2021 by taking
home the CMA Award for musical event of
the year for his collaboration with Kelsea
Ballerini on “half of my hometown.” Come
2022, the country icon delivered another
head-turning musical event: his longawaited return to stadiums. The demand
was so high leading into Chesney’s Here
and Now 2022 tour that two months before
it kicked off in April, he tacked on 20 more
amphitheater shows. Higham, whose other
clients include Old Dominion, Michael Ray
and Brantley Gilbert, says, “We’re constantly
in awe of [Chesney’s] work ethic, performance acuity and production capabilities
both on- and offstage.”
Chris Kappy
Founder, Make Wake Artists
For Kappy, the biggest highlight of the
past year was “coming out of the pandemic
firing on all cylinders.” Management client
Luke Combs, who was named CMA entertainer of the year in November, maintained
a record-setting streak of 14 straight No. 1

Country Airplay singles with “Doin’ This.”
On May 21, Combs played to 50,000 in
Denver at his first stadium headlining date.
Among Make Wake’s other clients, Drew
Parker co-wrote two of Combs’ No. 1 titles,
while Hailey Whitters earned a song of the
year Grammy nod for “Beautiful Noise” and
Niko Moon and Flatland Cavalry continued
their career ascents.
Marion Kraft
CEO, ShopKeeper Management
Read Billboard‘s full profile on executive
of the year Marion Kraft here.
Danny Nozell
President/CEO, CTK Management
“We have been blessed with many
achievements from the past 18 months,” says
Nozell, including the fact that CTK Management didn’t have to furlough employees
during the pandemic. The Dolly Parton juggernaut continues: Her collaboration with
suspense novelist James Patterson, Run,
Rose, Run, spent five weeks at No. 1 on
the New York Times Best Sellers list, and
Reese Witherspoon is producing the upcoming film based on the book, which will also
star Parton. Parton also hosted the 2022
ACM Awards, starred in two Super Bowl
commercials and was named to the 2022
class of the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Meanwhile, Nozell signed Dennis Quaid to his
management roster, and he has shepherded
Kenny G into a Super Bowl commercial, an
HBO documentary and collaborations with
The Weeknd and Kanye West.
Lynn Oliver-Cline
Founder/CEO, River House Artists
Zebb Luster
Vp/GM, River House Artists
River House Artists, an independent
label, publishing and management company,
counts Luke Combs (reigning CMA Awards
entertainer of the year) and Jameson Rodgers among the artists on its label (through
Sony Music Nashville), with more acts to
come thanks to a new venture with Warner
Nashville and Elektra Records. “They are
a very passionate and collaborative team,”
Oliver-Cline says of the new label home.
The publishing division also logged successes with songwriter-artists Ray Fulcher,
Drew Parker and Billy Strings.
Jason Owen
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President/CEO, Sandbox Entertainment; copresident, Monument Records
Owen’s management clients include
Kacey Musgraves, Kelsea Ballerini and
Dan + Shay. In April, Sandbox launched
Sandbox Live, a new division in partnership
with Live Nation. Days after announcing
the new company’s first venture, The Judds:
The Final Tour, matriarch Naomi Judd died.
Sandbox Live co-produced Judd’s live memorial service with CMT, and the fall tour
will now honor her memory, as superstars
such as Brandi Carlile and Trisha Yearwood
will replace Judd as they join daughter
Wynonna Judd on tour. Says Owen: “Watching the industry, friends, family and fans
come together to show so much love and
support for Wynonna and the Judd family
has been really inspiring.”
John Peets
Founder/president, Q Prime South
Under Peets’ leadership, Q Prime South
found major success in the past year with
Ashley McBryde (who topped the Country Airplay chart with her Carly Pearce
duet, “Never Wanted To Be That Girl”)
and Brothers Osborne (winner of the best
country duo/group performance Grammy
for their powerful “Younger Me”). Peets’
main triumph was in the live sector, where
Eric Church’s Gather Again Tour became
the highest-grossing outing of his career.
Church also announced plans to open
Chief’s, a six-story Nashville bar, restaurant
and music venue, in 2023.
Clarence Spalding
Chris Parr
Partners, Maverick
Amanda Cates
Head of marketing and digital strategy, Maverick
Maverick clients have notched a slate of
successes in the last year. Jason Aldean sold
most of his catalog to Spirit Music Group in
a nine-figure deal and released a two-part
album, Macon, Georgia, with both halves
debuting within the top three of the Top
Country Albums chart. Brooks & Dunn rode
a “Neon Moon” TikTok explosion that led
to 2.5 billion digital views. Reba McEntire
issued a box set, executive-produced two
Lifetime movies and returned in a recurring role on CBS’ Young Sheldon; she also

joined the cast of ABC drama Big Sky. Darius
Rucker created his own festival in Charleston, S.C., and a Design Network series, Rucker’s Reno. In the midst of the triumphant
year, Cates became a Nashville Music Equity
board member, working to improve diversity
in the genre.
Janet Weir
Artist manager, House of 42/Red Light Management
Weir’s client Maren Morris took her latest studio album, Humble Quest — which
peaked at No. 2 on the Top Country Albums
chart — on quite an ambitious quest this
year, from the Stagecoach Festival in Indio,
Calif., to her NPR Tiny Desk (Home) concert
held at Nashville’s SoHo House to a 45-date
U.S. tour through the end of 2022. Of her
team, Weir says, “I’m proud that we’ve
intentionally maintained a healthy balance
of constant learning/adapting while not
overreacting to the complexities of the everchanging environment of releasing music
and touring.”
Scott Bailey
President, Opry Entertainment
Dan Rogers
Vp/executive producer, Grand Ole Opry
Over the past four years, Opry Entertainment Group has evolved into what Bailey
calls “a fully integrated country lifestyle
platform.” The company’s ventures have
included acquisition of a city block in Austin
that features the ACL Moody Theater and
the launch of Circle TV in partnership
with Gray Television. Opry Entertainment
Group also recently landed a landmark deal
with partners Atairos and NBCUniversal.
Bailey calls the deal “the recognition of all
the work the team has done, and will be
the catalyst to put the company on a global
growth path.”
Julie Matway
COO of Country Nation, Live Nation
Brian O’Connell
President of country touring, Live Nation
Patrick McDill
VP of country touring, Live Nation
Aaron Spalding
Talent buyer, Live Nation
Over the past year, the Live Nation country music team under O’Connell has reconnected fans with artists onstage in multiple

settings while putting tens of thousands of
touring support staff back to work. Matway
and O’Connell ran three major country
festivals, drawing more than 285,000 total
fans: the Faster Horses Festival in July
at Michigan International Speedway in
Brooklyn, Mich.; the Watershed Festival
in August at the Gorge Amphitheatre in
George, Wash.; and the Tortuga Festival in
November 2021 in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
which then returned to its traditional April
dates only five months later. As pandemic
restrictions lifted, O’Connell, McDill and
Spalding produced tours for artists including Luke Bryan, Chris Stapleton, Thomas
Rhett, Lady A, Dierks Bentley, Reba McEntire, Morgan Wallen, Brooks & Dunn, Jason
Aldean, Miranda Lambert, Maren Morris,
Tim McGraw and Darius Rucker. Under
O’Connell’s production guidance, in May
2021, Veeps streamed Jason Aldean: Live
From the Bonnaroo Farm.
Louis Messina
President/CEO, Messina Touring Group
Messina Touring Group’s formidable roster has come roaring back to life on the road
after the pandemic imposed a moratorium
on touring: George Strait, Kenny Chesney,
Eric Church, Blake Shelton and Little Big
Town grossed over $170 million combined
across roughly 90 shows between August
2021 and May 2022. Messina says he has
been actively hiring young people to boost
his company’s digital marketing efforts, but
his mission is the same as it always was:
“I’m not in the rent-a-van business,” he says.
“I’m in the career business.” Even for his
slate of stadium-ready acts, Messina is adamant that there’s still room for growth. After
congratulating Church on a recent show at
Madison Square Garden in New York, Messina texted: “Next tour, stadiums. Then we’ll
figure out what’s bigger.”
Is there a particular achievement from
the last year-plus that you’re especially
proud of?
The fact that I still have a company. My
team stayed with me. We all survived. All
the artists that I work for stayed with me.
They all survived. I’m lucky. We put the future on hold for a bit. Now it’s time to start
saying, “What’s next for MTG?”
And what is next? What’s your vision?
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It’s not my vision, it’s my artists’ vision.
Instead of trying to sign 12 other acts, my
idea is, “How am I involved in getting the
artist to a level where they always thought
they were dreaming about?,” but this is actually beyond their dreams. That’s how I grow
my business. I’m still one act at a time. I
want to work with an act that I’m passionate
about and an act that enjoys working with
me, which is sometimes difficult. No, it’s not
difficult at all — I’m a lot of fun.
Has the live business changed permanently in the past two years?
The live-music business changes in a different way every day. Nothing is permanent.
Every day is an evolution of artists, of music,
of presentation. You look where it once was
and where it is today. Used to be only one or
two acts could play stadiums. Now a lot of
people are playing stadiums. I feel like our
company was one of the first ones to create
that mentality, especially in country music.
You’ve obviously seen a lot of changes
in country music over the years. What’s
the biggest issue facing the genre now?
I think it’s as healthy as can be. The only
issue you have in country music is it’s too
crowded. Everyone wants to work at the
same time. Acts tour every year — c’mon,
man, stay home every once in a while. Learn
from George Strait: Less is more.
You used to work with AC/DC. What’s
the difference between an AC/DC show
and a George Strait show?
I don’t see George in schoolboy pants.
That’s a big difference there. Maybe there’s
a different attitude, but it’s the same thing:
They’re bringing their art to the people.
When is Taylor Swift going back on
tour?
When she tells me.
Rich Schaefer
Adam Weiser
Senior vps of global touring, AEG Presents
As concerts ramped back up in the latter
half of 2021, AEG’s global touring team
opened the gate with several sold-out,
rescheduled tours for acts including Dan +
Shay, Kane Brown and Luke Combs, who
played his first-ever NFL stadium show in
May. Other highlights included Dan + Shay’s
sold-out album-release concert at Nashville’s Centennial Park and international

sellouts for Brown in Canada, Australia and
Europe. The company also worked with
Kacey Musgraves on her first arena tour in
January, which Schaefer says played “to rave
reviews and packed arenas.”
Stacy Vee
Vp of talent, Goldenvoice
Vee, a driving force behind the annual
Stagecoach Festival, was overjoyed when
the country music extravaganza finally
returned to Indio, Calif., during the final
weekend of April (with headliners Thomas
Rhett, Carrie Underwood and Luke Combs)
following a three-year hiatus due to the pandemic. “Watching it in person is something
I’ll always remember,” says Vee. “It has
been a wild year on so many levels, but for a
moment in time, not a single bit of that mattered and everyone celebrated in harmonious unison.”
Marc Dennis
Jeff Krones
Darin Murphy
Co-heads of CAA Music’s Nashville office, Creative Artists Agency
Katie Anderson
Global music leadership team and strategy
and operations executive, Creative Artists
Agency
Amid the pandemic touring shutdown,
the CAA team focused on innovation,
coordinating book deals for clients including Darius Rucker and Kelsea Ballerini,
and negotiating Tim McGraw’s and Faith
Hill’s headlining roles in the Paramount+
series 1883, which was recently renewed
for a second season. “Now that the world
is opening up, we’re seeing all of our hard
work pay off — both on the road and in the
office,” says Krones. “The result has been
incredible momentum forward for our team
and artists.”
Becky Gardenhire
Jay Williams
Joey Lee
Partners/co-heads, Nashville, WME
Aaron Tannenbaum
Partner, WME
WME — which counts Eric Church, Luke
Combs, Miranda Lambert and Chris Stapleton among its clients — rebounded from
the pandemic with touring, packaging and
festival bookings. Meanwhile, Lambert and

Stapleton also picked up 2022 ACM Awards
for entertainer and male artist of the year,
respectively. “This reflects the extraordinary
talent we represent,” Tannenbaum says,
“and the thoughtful participation from all
departments across the agency.”
Jeffrey Hasson
Co-head of the Nashville office, UTA
Emily Wright
Agent, music brand partnerships, UTA
Lance Roberts
Agent, music, UTA
In June 2021, UTA officially opened its
new Nashville headquarters, a state-ofthe-art space located inside the former
downtown Carnegie Library. The agency’s
Music City division grew both internally
and externally this year, with new hires,
roster acquisitions and activity by existing
clients including Dolly Parton, Toby Keith,
Midland, Jimmie Allen, Brittney Spencer,
Elvie Shane, Ian Munsick and Frank Ray. It
was, Hasson says, “an exciting year working
to secure innovative opportunities for our
clients with brand partnerships, film, television and more.”
Jonathan Levine
Executive vp/managing executive, Wasserman Music
Mike Betterton
Lenore Kinder
Senior vps, Wasserman Music
Chappel McCollister
Vp of branding, Wasserman Music
While Wasserman clients clocked myriad
successes, the accomplishment McCollister
is proudest of is the company partnering
with the Black Music Action Coalition,
Nashville Music Equality, the RIAA and
YouTube Music to launch a three-week Music Accelerator program at Tennessee State
University focusing on different sectors in
the music business. (McCollister taught
the Marketing 101 course.) Through the
program, the team worked to secure music
industry internships for all 16 students. Next
year, it will expand to other historically
Black colleges and universities, providing,
McCollister says, “opportunity for more
diverse representation across country music
and the entire industry.”
Jackie Augustus
Music partnerships, North America, Meta
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As Meta’s Instagram platform seeks to
improve the ways in which it helps creators,
Augustus has been on the front lines with
artists. In the week leading up to the CMA
Awards, she helped develop a Reels popup to pair rising artists with professional
directors to let them maximize the service.
She’s also guiding talents like Maren Morris
and Dylan Scott through promotional tools
such as push notifications to followers and
in-app banners, which can boost views and
streams.
Randy Chase
Executive vp of programming, SummitMedia
Chase landed at Birmingham, Ala.-based
SummitMedia in June 2020 as executive vp
of programming following a stint overseeing broadcaster EMF’s K-LOVE Christian
brand. In today’s world of group programmers, fewer gatekeepers and a shortage of
honest opinions, Chase is musically aggressive. “Our brands are growing and reaching new benchmarks at a time when radio
listening has dipped and the music cycle is
not the best we’ve ever had,” he says. Among
the songs Chase added early were future
Country Airplay No. 1s “My Boy” by Elvie
Shane and “half of my hometown” by Kelsea
Ballerini featuring Kenny Chesney.
Charlie Cook
Vp of country formats, Cumulus Media;
operations manager, Cumulus Nashville;
program director, WSM-FM Nashville
Mike Preston
Program director, KSCS-FM/KPLX-FM Dallas, Cumulus
Mike Moore
Program director, WKHX-FM Atlanta,
Cumulus
Cumulus Media’s latest country format
recruit is industry veteran Moore, who
joined WKHX Atlanta in October 2019 after
a 16-year run as vp of programming for
Audacy’s Portland, Ore., cluster. He quickly
repositioned WKHX (formerly Kicks 101.5)
to New Country 101-FIVE in November
2019, but the pandemic put many of his
plans on hold. With life slowly returning to
normal, “We have begun to build the Kincaid & Dallas morning show into the stars
we’ve known they are,” says Moore. “We are
again enjoying meeting people at giveaways,
concerts and live events.”

RJ Curtis
Executive director, Country Radio Broadcasters/CRS
After staging the annual Country Radio
Seminar as a virtual event in 2021, Curtis
and his team worked to bring CRS back full
throttle this year for three days of in-person
education, live music and networking. In
October 2021, the Country Radio Hall of
Fame dinner and induction ceremony also
returned as an in-person event. Curtis, who
was one of the 2021 inductees, says, “I’m
very proud of how we’ve navigated the
unique challenges a worldwide pandemic
posed for our organization, which thrives on
live industry gatherings.”
Leslie Fram
Senior vp of music and talent, CMT
Fram led the charge in introducing the
next step in the CMT Equal Play initiative as
CMT teamed with mtheory Nashville president Cameo Carlson to launch the Equal Access Development Program to train, educate
and financially support artists and management professionals from historically underrepresented groups. “We as an industry have
a responsibility to try and level the playing
field for all marginalized voices,” says Fram.
“CMT is committed to [working] tirelessly
toward that change.”
Rod Phillips
Executive vp of country programming strategy, iHeartMedia
Bobby Bones
Vp/creative director, iHeartCountry;
host, The Bobby Bones Show, Country Top
30 With Bobby Bones, Bobbycast, iHeartMedia; executive producer of Women of iHeartCountry, iHeartMedia
Carletta Blake
Program director/morning show co-host,
WGAR Cleveland, iHeartMedia
Gator Harrison
Senior vp of programming, WSIX Nashville;
program director/brand coordinator, iHeartMedia/iHeartCountry
Phillips, who is at the helm of iHeartMedia’s 125 contemporary country stations,
credits iHeart’s On the Verge program for
helping break new acts, as the project “can
truly put a song in the spotlight quickly.”
The initiative has promoted artists including
Ingrid Andress, Lainey Wilson and Callista

Clark “in line with our strategy to focus on
the talents of women in our format,” Phillips
adds. On the Verge features multimedia support such as airplay in significant rotations
and social support across iHeartMedia’s
entire platform.
Tim Roberts
Country format vp/brand manager, Audacy
Mark Anderson
Regional vp of programming, Audacy
Chris Michaels
Regional brand manager, Audacy
Roberts oversees Audacy’s Detroit cluster
of stations, including day-to-day programming at country powerhouse WYCD. In
the most recent Nielsen ratings for April,
WYCD posted a 4.3 share of the audience
compared with crosstown competitor
WDRQ, which logged a 2.3 (with listeners
ages 6 and older). “This is a great sign for
future country format growth in 2022 and
a credit to our great brand managers within
Audacy,” says Roberts. WYCD also brought a
number of country stars to the station’s Musictown Performance Facility: “It’s a unique
chance for fans to see performances up
close and personal in downtown Detroit,” he
says. Post-pandemic shows kicked off with
Jordan Davis, Kassi Ashton, Ryan Hurd and
Morgan Evans and have continued weekly,
helping the station “develop new artists and
reward loyal WYCD fans.”
Alix Rosenberg
Senior manager of artist partnerships, TikTok
As TikTok continues to lean into partnerships with the music industry, Rosenberg
helped launch the service’s first marketing
and programming efforts geared specifically
toward country music, helping the #CountryMusic hashtag become the second-mostused genre tag for music content videos,
with over 8 billion views since last May,
according to the company. Rosenberg also
spearheaded a CMT livestream with performances from Priscilla Block and Jon Pardi,
among others, while booking Walker Hayes
— whose “Fancy Like” is the No. 1 country
song for creators on the platform in 2022 so
far — on the NHL Stadium Series tailgate.
J.R. Schulmann
Senior director of country music programming, SiriusXM
Storme Warren
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Host, The Storme Warren Show, The Highway channel, SiriusXM
The end of COVID-19 restrictions brought
a welcome return to SiriusXM’s live-event
broadcasts for the satellite radio operator’s
32 million subscribers. “Our backstage and
red-carpet live coverage of the ACM Awards
in Las Vegas [in March] reminded us all how
much we’ve missed seeing our friends in
person,” says Warren. Then from April 29 to
May 1, SiriusXM broadcast the Stagecoach
Festival from Indio, Calif. Warren adds, “We
pride ourselves on being on the front lines of
country music.”
Emily Cohen Belote
Principal music curator for country, Christian, Americana and folk, Amazon Music
Michelle Tigard Kammerer
Head of country music, Amazon Music
Perhaps the most significant move of the
past year has been Amazon Music’s collaboration with Prime Video to stream the
ACM Awards, the first time a major awards
show of its kind was livestreamed. Since its
late-2016 launch, Amazon Music’s Country
Heat suite of playlists — curated by Cohen
Belote — now exceeds 13 billion streams
in the United States. Stepped-up marketing for Maren Morris helped her streams
increase by 80% year over year, according
to the service. Amazon Music also released
the feature-length original documentary For
Love & Country, which examines country
music’s complicated relationship with race.
Beville Dunkerley
Head of country music talent and industry
relations, SiriusXM/Pandora
Alina Thompson
Senior manager of artist marketing and industry relations, SiriusXM/Pandora
In August 2021, SiriusXM and Pandora
kicked off Small Stages, a series of live
broadcasts of arena and stadium acts for
lucky subscribers and listeners in a cozy setting at venues such as the 250-seat Stephen
Talkhouse on New York’s Long Island and
the 500-capacity Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles. “There are no bad seats in the house,
and the millions of listeners at home can
feel the intimacy,” says Dunkerley. So far,
fans have bumped elbows with country stars
Kane Brown and Kenny Chesney, as well as
rock groups Coldplay and Dave Matthews

Band.
Margaret Hart
Head of Nashville label and industry relations, YouTube
Copeland Isaacson
Head of Nashville artist relations, YouTube
“In the past 12 months, our team has
partnered with a stand-out group of diverse
Nashville talent across YouTube’s top marketing programs,” says Hart. Queer, folkleaning singer-songwriter Joy Oladokun was
part of #YouTubeBlack Voices Fund, developing country singer Tenille Arts participated in the Foundry program, and country
artist BRELAND is a graduate of YouTube’s
flagship Artist on the Rise program, “which
resulted in a significant increase in views
across his channel [22 million-plus], press
coverage and more in the Nashville market
and beyond,” Hart says.
Jay Liepis
Director of music business partnerships,
Nashville, Apple Music
Michael Bryan
Director/head of Apple Music Country Radio,
Apple Music
Kelleigh Bannen
Host of Today’s Country/The Kelleigh Bannen Show, Apple Music Country Radio, Apple
Music
Aside from what she describes as “the
absolute game-changing launch of Spatial
Audio that Apple Music introduced in June
2021, Bannen says, “We’re excited that our
Apple Music Nashville studios are live and
open. The new space enables Apple to connect with our music community in more
powerful ways, from the live-radio studios
to the gorgeous content space where we can
capture full performances.”
Brittany Schaffer
Head of artist and label partnerships, Spotify
Rachel Whitney
Head of editorial for Nashville, Spotify
In May, Zach Bryan — signed to Warner
Records through his Belting Bronco Records
imprint — became the first country artist featured in Spotify’s RADAR US artist
development program, giving him guaranteed marketing support and placements on
playlists such as New Music Friday (3.9 million followers), Hot Hits USA (673,000) and
RADAR US (350,000). The extra attention

paid off. “He has absolutely blown us away
with the success of his new album, American Heartbreak,” says Whitney, “which
broke our single-day streaming record for a
country album so far this year.”
Stephanie Cox
GM/senior vp of creative Nashville, Kobalt
Cox’s team won publisher of the year
from the Association of Independent Music
Publishers in April — and helped bring back
Applebee’s Oreo cookie shake. After Walker
Hayes, signed to Kobalt partner SMACKSongs, name-dropped the drink in 2021 in
his song “Fancy Like,” the track went viral
on TikTok, then hit No. 3 on the Hot 100 —
prompting the restaurant chain to bring the
shake out of retirement. The company also
celebrated Cody Johnson’s “Til You Can’t”
spending two weeks at No. 1 on the Country
Airplay chart with writer Ben Stennis and
publishing partner Young Guns Music.
Rusty Gaston
CEO, Sony Music Publishing Nashville
Fresh from winning both ASCAP’s and
BMI’s country publisher of the year awards,
Gaston is most proud of “how our staff has
come together to create a real team and family” over the last year. With a remodeling of
the company’s Music Row building, Gaston
has succeeded in creating a more “welcoming, vibrant atmosphere” for the publishing
giant’s Nashville branch, where the company’s staff and its songwriters, including
new signees like Ashley Gorley, can work
together after over a year of social distancing.
Shane McAnally
Founder/owner, SMACKSongs; co-president,
Monument Records
Walker Hayes’ “Fancy Like” proved to be
a multipronged winner for McAnally. “To
see fans connect with [Hayes] and his music
is something [that], as the head of both his
publishing and his label, I take great pride,”
says McAnally, who is co-president of Monument Records and also heads SMACK’s
management division, whose clients include
Hayes. Plus, SMACKSongs writer Josh
Jenkins scored his first and second No. 1s on
Hot Country Songs and Country Airplay this
year as co-writer of “Fancy Like” and Jordan
Davis and Luke Bryan’s “Buy Dirt.”
Mike Molinar
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GM, Big Machine Music
Big Machine Music’s recent wins include
the addition of hit songwriter-producer
Matt Dragstrem to its publishing roster and
the breakout success of Ryan Hurd. Hurd
released his album Pelago in 2021, and
Dragstrem’s recent credits include tracks
on Thomas Rhett’s 2022 album, Where We
Started, and Morgan Wallen’s lengthy charttopper, Dangerous: The Double Album.
Chris Oglesby
Vp of creative, BMG Nashville
BMG Nashville’s writer roster has been
rich with recent successes — none more so
than the Jason Aldean-Carrie Underwood
collaboration “If I Didn’t Love You,” a triple
ACM Award winner, co-written by Kurt
Allison and Tully Kennedy. The latter duo
also penned “Trouble With a Heartbreak,”
another Aldean chart-topper. Artist-writer
Carly Pearce co-wrote “Never Wanted To Be
That Girl,” a No. 1 Country Airplay duet with
Ashley McBryde, while Kat Higgins was
part of the team behind Kenny Chesney’s
“Knowing You,” and Emily Landis and Jim
McCormick co-wrote Gabby Barrett’s “The
Good Ones.” The highlight, says Oglesby,
is “watching the growth in our writers and
team from singles to ACM and CMA awards
[to] building careers.”
Frank Rogers
CEO, Spirit Music Nashville; founder/president, Fluid Music Revolution
Rogers oversees a Nashville publishing
roster that, he says, landed nine No. 1 songs
last year. Spirit writers include Frank Ray,
whose 2021 single “Country’d Look Good
on You” reached No. 23 on Country Airplay,
and the company had publishing credit on
Carly Pearce and Lee Brice’s “I Hope You’re
Happy Now,” winner of single of the year at
the 2021 ACM Awards, and Eric Church’s
“Hell of a View,” which topped Country
Airplay. The publisher also bought most of
Jason Aldean’s catalog in February, in a deal
reportedly worth over $100 million. Spirit
Music Nashville represents certain copyrights of Chris Stapleton, including his Hot
Country Songs chart-topper “You Should
Probably Leave.”
Troy Tomlinson
Chairman/CEO, Universal Music Publishing
Group Nashville

Reporting an impressive 15 country
chart-toppers from UMPG songwriters over
the last year, Tomlinson explains that the
company’s success is the result of a “focused
strategy of signing the absolute best talent.”
The formula is simple, he says: great talent
paired with “outstanding teams who work
to develop their careers.” This is certainly
true for UMPG Nashville songwriter Chase
McGill, who recently ruled the Country
Songwriters chart for his work on Morgan Wallen’s “Don’t Think Jesus” and Cole
Swindell and Lainey Wilson’s “Never Say
Never,” and for the company’s newly signed
artist-songwriter Carter Faith, who was
selected as Billboard’s Rookie of the Month
in March.
Ben Vaughn
President/CEO, Warner Chappell Music
Nashville
Warner Chappell Music Nashville —
country music’s top publisher for the
21st consecutive quarter — celebrated big
wins for Chris Stapleton, Brothers Osborne
and Old Dominion at the Grammys, CMA
Awards and ACM Awards, but Vaughn is not
resting on his laurels. He’s bringing in more
developing talent to the roster, including
Flatland Cavalry’s Cleto Cordero, Warren
Zeiders and Bailey Zimmerman. Additionally, the WCM Nashville offices received an
upgrade — an “entire gut renovation of its
offices,” says Vaughn — making its headquarters a far more “songwriter-focused
space,” even putting writers’ favorite books
on the shelves.
Mike Whelan
Senior vp/GM, Round Hill Nashville
Round Hill’s roster includes Jimmy
Robbins, co-author of Brett Young’s “You
Didn’t,” which reached No. 35 on Country Airplay, plus, “[We] own catalogs of
country hit writers such as Ashley Gorley,
Craig Wiseman and Dallas Davidson,” says
Whelan. The publisher’s Music City office
also dips into rock — Nashville-based songwriters Marti Frederiksen and Scott Stevens
penned hits by Daughtry and others, and
Blues Traveler recorded its Grammy-nominated Traveler’s Blues at the Nashville studio. “Nashville has become a major hub for a
cross-section of great music,” says Whelan.
“I’m so proud to be a part of the Round Hill

team and the success we are having.”
Tim Wipperman
President, Anthem Music Publishing, Nashville, Anthem Entertainment
“I am most proud of the amazing success of our creative team,” says Wipperman.
His company counts among its hit-making
songwriters Jordan Davis, whose “Buy Dirt”
(with Luke Bryan) topped Country Airplay
and Hot Country Songs simultaneously,
and Cody Johnson, who reached No. 1 with
“Til You Can’t.” Headquartered in Canada,
Anthem also completed the acquisition of
Combustion Music, launched a joint venture
with Anthem songwriter Chris Janson and
signed Kelly Archer to an exclusive publishing deal with partner Jeremy Stover’s RED
Creative, according to Wipperman.
Clay Bradley
Vp of creative, Nashville, BMI
Bradley began his role in March 2020,
“just as we were all sent home,” he says. In
the time since, his team has focused on creating opportunities for BMI’s songwriters
and publishers, including at the Key West
Songwriters Festival — a five-day event with
over 175 songwriters — in May and through
a recently introduced monthly showcase
called BMI Presents at the Bluebird Cafe in
Nashville. The series has already featured
the Fisk Jubilee Singers, John Oates and
Dean Dillon. Says Bradley: “We work every
day to lend support to the greatest asset we
have in Music City: the songwriters.”
Shannan Hatch
Vp of creative services, SESAC Performing
Rights
Hatch leads SESAC’s Nashville creative
team and has had plenty to celebrate in the
past year thanks to the roster of songwriters
she has helped shape during her two decades with the company. In addition to the
success of country stars including Lee Brice,
Jimmie Allen and Zac Brown, Josh Jenkins co-wrote Walker Hayes’ “Fancy Like,”
which reached No. 3 on the Hot 100, and
Alex Kline and Allison Veltz Cruz co-wrote
Tenille Arts’ “Somebody Like That,” which
became the first song by a female artist to
reach the Country Airplay chart’s top 10
that was entirely produced and written by
women.
Mike Sistad
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Vp of Nashville membership, ASCAP
“We’re excited to keep moving forward
and providing our members with the support and career services they need,” says
Sistad of ASCAP’s Nashville team. Overall,
the performing rights organization reported
$1.254 billion in payouts to its members in
2021, a 4% increase over the previous year.
ASCAP, as a whole, also surpassed the $1 billion mark in domestic revenue last year for
the first time. Its members have likewise
thrived: At the Grammys in April, Chris
Stapleton dominated in the country categories thanks to the success of his album Starting Over.
Tatum Allsep
Founder/CEO, Music Health Alliance
Shelia Shipley Biddy
CFO/certified senior adviser, Music Health
Alliance
Due to their work and innovation at the
forefront of COVID-19 relief, Nashvillebased Music Health Alliance received
the 2021 CMA Foundation Humanitarian
Award along with Dolly Parton. The alliance
provided over 900,000 meals and 1,700
counseling sessions and became a source
of pandemic information for those within
the country music world and beyond. “The
awareness created for MHA’s services during that pandemic has continued to grow
our nonprofit, as those served then tell
others who are now reaching out for our
services,” Biddy says of the impact of MHA’s
work. It also partnered with Universal Music Group to help their artists and songwriters across all genres save over $5.3 million
in health care costs through a new pilot
program.
Lori Badgett
Diane Pearson
Senior vps/team leaders of the entertainment
division in Nashville, City National Bank
After spending the last 24 months assisting many Nashville artists and companies
with COVID-19-related setbacks, Badgett
says that “with restrictions easing, we have
seen a significant increase in demand for
live shows and expect the trend to continue through the rest of the year.” Badgett
and Pearson helped companies leverage
assistance from the Paycheck Protection
Program, ACM Lifting Lives’ philanthropy

and Music Health Alliance.
Julie Boos
Chairman, FBMM
Duane Clark
President, FBMM
Jamie Cheek
Carmen Romano
Vice presidents, FBMM
Chris Hughes
Business manager, FBMM
One of Nashville’s leading business
management firms, FBMM has spent much
of the last year delving into intellectual
property opportunities with private equity
firms. Despite the firm’s deep country roots,
opportunities have expanded into rock,
EDM, R&B/hip-hop and pop. “We have
also, despite the crazy circumstances, managed to continue our training and coaching
programs and have seen employees achieve
higher levels of expertise,” says Boos.
Kella Farris
Stephanie Self
Catherine Moore
Partners, Farris Self & Moore
The Nashville business management and
financial planning firm keeps its client list
confidential but has expanded steadily in
the past year, adding six new positions to its
now 22-person staff — “a testament,” says
Moore, “to our commitment to remain boutique, full service and all-in.” The company
also expanded its tax and royalty departments and other segments of the operation.
“We are excited to continue to provide a
family-like culture and the highest level of
business management and financial planning services to our clients,” she says.
Bret Guest
Business manager, Tri Star Sports and Entertainment Group
Amid the uncertainty of touring income
during the pandemic, the Tri Star team
guided its clients “through the constraints of
2021 into the hybrid touring environment”
— a mixture of virtual and in-person events
— to keep those artists going, says Guest.
The company does not identify its clients
but has previously reported representing
Florida Georgia Line and Reba McEntire.
“Throughout this dynamic period,” says
Guest, “we focused on alternate revenue
streams such as digital appearances and

catalog investment opportunities to maintain positive cash flow.”
Jeremy Holley
Laura Hutfless
Co-founders, FlyteVu
Entertainment marketing agency FlyteVu
worked with some of country music’s biggest artists over the past year on several promotional campaigns, including Kacey Musgraves’ Simple Times Machine with Spotify,
in which she introduced fans to her starcrossed album and film by taking them back,
as the title would suggest, to a simpler time.
They also spearheaded two major collaborations with Cracker Barrel, with Christian
artist Tauren Wells performing on the
country store’s Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade float, and Mickey Guyton teaming
with Pentatonix for Cracker Barrel’s festive
holiday special, Sounds of the Season.
Andy Moats
Executive vp of music, sports and entertainment, Pinnacle Financial Partners
Like other financial institutions, Pinnacle
has helped its clients keep their doors open
through the pandemic while also significantly expanding its label and publishing
business beyond Nashville into New York,
Los Angeles and London this year, which
has placed the music, sports and entertainment team on a record pace in terms of
loan production. “We’ve become one of the
largest music banking teams in Music City
and beyond,” Moats says, “with plans to
add more great music bankers to an already
impressive group.”
Kerry O’Neil
Partner, O’Neil Hagaman; co-founder/coowner, Big Yellow Dog Music
With the pandemic putting tours on hold
for most of 2021, O’Neil’s business management consultancy worked with clients to
reassess and reset their intellectual property
investment goals through major acquisitions, increased A&R investment and strategic sales and new ventures. Looking ahead,
COVID-19 and inflation can still make for a
stressful path for touring acts, but “our close
coordination with the artist touring teams
have allowed us to adapt, often on the fly,
to these quickly changing environments so
our artists can entertain their fans and run
a business,” says O’Neil, who is also co-
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founder and co-owner (with Carla Wallace)
of indie music publishing firm Big Yellow
Dog Music.
Sarah Trahern
CEO, Country Music Association
Tiffany Kerns
Vp of industry relations and philanthropy,
Country Music Association; executive director, CMA Foundation
The CMA has been working to remove
“barriers of entry” for prospective members
to improve diversity in the industry. The
new, more inclusive membership strategy
includes “pipeline opportunities to ensure
an equitable future for our business; education and professional development for our
members, staff and the greater industry;
and intentional and thoughtful community
partnerships,” Trahern says.
Damon Whiteside
CEO, Academy of Country Music
Lyndsay Cruz
Executive director, ACM Lifting Lives
“ ‘Pivot and innovate’ has definitely been
our theme for the past year,” says Whiteside. In March, the ACM Awards became
the first major awards show to exclusively
livestream, shown globally on Amazon’s
Prime Video. Last August, the academy held
its ACM Party for a Cause concert in Nashville for the first time to benefit its philanthropic division, ACM Lifting Lives, guided
by Cruz. This fall, the academy will open its
new headquarters in Nashville after nearly
60 years in Los Angeles. Whiteside is most
proud of the fact that the ACM Lifting Lives
COVID-19 Response Fund distributed nearly
$4 million to those in need since the pandemic’s start. He took the time to expand on
some other big changes at the academy.
Why are you moving to Nashville?
It was a difficult decision, being that the
foundation of the academy has always been
West Coast. However, the core reasons that
the ACM was founded there do not really exist anymore. Our board, artists and
members are mostly Nashville-based, and
it is more effective and efficient that we be
located here in the heart of country music.
How do you measure the success of
the 2022 ACM Awards since traditional
broadcast viewership metrics don’t apply?

We measure success the same way every
other show does in a changing media landscape, which is to evaluate how it impacts
the performers and nominees in a positive
way, be it streaming, social, merch, etcetera. We also look to the fans directly, across
digital and social platforms. Also quantitative stats: Our social engagement numbers
were up dramatically year on year. We
also look to streaming performance across
[digital service providers] in response to live
performances.
This year marked the ACM Awards’
return to Las Vegas after two years in
Nashville. Does the show work better for
you there?
After two years of more heartfelt, emotional and poignant shows, we were thrilled
to be back in Vegas and somewhat return to
our “Country’s party of the year” positioning, which is a huge part of the show’s
history and heritage. While it was a fun,
upbeat and colorful show, there were still
heavy COVID-19 protocols we had to adhere
to, so we couldn’t freely party like we had
originally hoped. As we plan for 2023, we
will look to bring as much of the party back
as we can, but also embrace our new tag line
of “This is how we country!”
What are the plans for the ACM Honors in August?
This year’s ACM Honors are special
because it’s the 15th anniversary. We had
to take a year off due to the pandemic, and
we are thrilled to be back again, especially
on the historic Ryman [Auditorium] stage.
We are working now on a distribution plan
so that this special show can be seen more
widely. Miranda Lambert, unfortunately,
was unable to physically join us [at the
ACM Awards] in March for her triumphant
entertainer of the year win, and so we’re
particularly excited to celebrate her as our
triple-crown honoree [reflecting her awards
for top new female vocalist, female vocalist
and entertainer of the year]. We want to give
her that special moment.
David Crow
Michael Milom
Partners, Milom Horsnell Crow Kelley Beckett Shehan
Milom and Crow represented a number
of artists, including Luke Bryan and Keith

Urban, in the post-pandemic relaunch of
major headlining tours for 2022 and helped
turn clients’ “COVID-19-born revenue diversification activities” into permanent parts
of their long-term business plans, including
cementing strategic partnerships like Kelsea
Ballerini’s deal with CoverGirl. They say
the best way lawyers can help clients often
is less about one big deal and more about
“a series of smaller but critical deals that
propel careers in unique ways.”
Derek Crownover
Denise Stevens
Partners, Loeb & Loeb
Tiffany Dunn
Co-office administrative partner, Nashville,
Loeb & Loeb
Crownover has expanded Loeb & Loeb’s
representation of artists, songwriters and
publishers in Nashville, working with a team
to coordinate publishing catalog sales, artist
signings and more. His longtime business
strategy and planning work with Sam Hunt,
Craig Wiseman, Big Loud, Ashley Gorley,
Dallas Davidson, Gabby Barrett, Jordan
Davis, Creative Nation and the estate of Otis
Redding Jr. continues. Crownover also has
recently guided agreements between Natalie
Hemby and music publisher CTM; Ashley
Gorley and Domain Capital and Sony Music
Publishing; and is working on the partial
sale of Sam Hunt’s catalog. Dunn’s numerous clients have included Luke Combs,
whom she represented in connection with
the release of his deluxe edition album What
You See Ain’t Always What You Get and his
Bootleggers Radio project with Apple Music, as well as deals with Columbia Sportswear, Ford Motor and NASCAR. Among her
multiple clients, Stevens represented Carrie
Underwood for recording projects, TV appearances, her Las Vegas residency and her
recent tour, as well as Underwood’s CALIA
clothing line and a show on Apple Radio.
Russell A. Jones Jr.
Attorney, Law Offices of Russell A. Jones Jr.
and Associates
Jones, whose talent roster includes Toby
Keith, Tim McGraw and Trisha Yearwood,
says the “public is hungry for live music” in
the wake of the pandemic and that clients
such as Garth Brooks, who is on year three
of a three-year stadium tour, are happily
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obliging. “After months of trying to outguess
the length and effects — including numerous
governmental responses — with respect to
the pandemic, my clients are now touring
again.”
Joel Katz
Senior counsel, Barnes & Thornburg
Katz, a veteran negotiator for senior
executives, represented John Esposito in his
transition from chairman/CEO at Warner
Music Nashville to chairman emeritus, as
well as Ben Kline’s ascension at Warner Music Nashville to co-president. The attorney,
who also serves as special counsel for the
CMA, counts label heads Scott Borchetta
(Big Machine Label Group), Mike Dungan
(Universal Music Group Nashville) and
Randy Goodman (Sony Music Nashville)
among his clients.
Chip Petree
Managing partner, Ritholz Levy Fields
Petree, whose clients include Chris
Stapleton, Brothers Osborne, Tyler Childers,
Ashley McBryde and Billy Strings, handles
catalog sales not only for top country talent
but also buyers like Spirit Music, Primary
Wave and Influence Media. Over one-third
of the $100 million-plus in catalog business
he has recently handled has been related to
country copyrights. Like many in the industry, Petree says he’s excited that “the past
year has seen successful returns to touring.”
Jess Rosen
Shareholder/co-chair, Atlanta entertainment
and media practice, Greenberg Traurig
A go-to attorney for top country talent,
Rosen has represented Miranda Lambert
since before she signed a recording contract,
so he understandably took great pride when
she won the ACM Award for entertainer
of the year in March. “Being part of that
is the greatest example of long-term artist
development,” Rosen says. He also represented Kenny Chesney in January in a deal
that “created a dynamic relationship” with
Hipgnosis by selling 80% of the artist’s catalog. Also on the catalog front, Rosen handled
artist-asset sales for Alabama, Martina
McBride and Nicolle Galyon.
Contributors: Rania Aniftos, Jim Asker,
Katie Bain, Ed Christman, Mariel Concepcion, Stephen Daw, Bill Donahue, Thom Duffy,
Chris Eggertsen, Deborah Evans Price, Josh

Glicksman, Gary Graff, Paul Grein, Lyndsey
Havens, Steve Knopper, Elias Leight, Heran
Mamo, Melinda Newman, Jessica Nicholson,
Glenn Peoples, Kristin Robinson, Tom Roland, Dan Rys, Andrew Unterberger, Xander
Zellner
Methodology: Nominations for Billboard’s executive lists open no less than 120
days in advance of publication. (For a contact
for our editorial calendar, please email thom.
duffy@billboard.com.) The online nomination link is sent to press representatives who
send a request for notification before the
nomination period to thom.duffy@billboard.
com. Billboard’s 2022 Country Power Players were chosen by editors based on factors
including, but not limited to, nominations by
peers, colleagues and superiors. In addition
to information requested with nominations,
editors consider industry impact as measured by metrics including, but not limited to,
chart, sales and streaming performance as
measured by Billboard, Luminate and social
media impressions using data available as of
May 11.
***
Leading Schools of the Country Power
Players
The most frequently cited alma maters of
the 2022 class of honorees.
Auburn University (Auburn, Ala.)
Enrollment: 24,505
Belmont University (Nashville)
Enrollment: 6,626
Florida State University (Tallahassee,
Fla.)
Enrollment: 32,543
Indiana University (Bloomington, Ind.)
Enrollment: 32,986
Lipscomb University (Nashville)
Enrollment: 2,997
Middle Tennessee State University
(Murfreesboro, Tenn.)
Enrollment: 19,188
University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa,
Ala.)
Enrollment: 31,670
University of Kentucky (Lexington,
Ky.)
Enrollment: 22,227
University of Tennessee (Knoxville,
Tenn.)
Enrollment: 24,254

Vanderbilt University (Nashville)
Enrollment: 7,057
Note: Enrollment figures as of 2020 and
sourced from U.S. News & World Report.
This story originally appeared in the June
25, 2022, issue of Billboard.

Executive of the
Year Marion Kraft
Goes One-on-One
With Star Client
Miranda Lambert
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

M

arion Kraft vividly recalls one
meeting at Sony Nashville in
2007 — early in her days as a
manager for then-rising star
Miranda Lambert. Joe Galante, who ran
the label at the time, wanted to update his
artists and their managers on the state of
the music business. “[He] was the master
of making sure everyone felt part of it and
we were all true partners with our record
label,” Kraft recalls. But looking around
at the group of managers and executives
around her, Kraft was struck. “There was
one woman and me,” she says. “That was it.”
Today, “those meetings have changed dramatically,” says Kraft, 57, while sitting in the
Nashville office of her company, ShopKeeper Management. Since opening ShopKeeper
13 years ago, she has built a singular career
anchored by her close to 20-year partnership with reigning Academy of Country
Music (ACM) entertainer of the year Lambert. The company’s all-female staff now
guides a roster that includes Ashley Monroe,
Pistol Annies (the trio of Lambert, Monroe
and Angaleena Presley), Tenille Townes and
Aaron Raitiere. All the while, she has become a mentor to and supporter of the next
generation of female executives in country
music, like Kerri Edwards (Luke Bryan, Cole
Swindell), Janet Weir (Maren Morris) and
Mary Hilliard Harrington (Dierks Bentley,
Elle King).
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“ ‘What would Marion do?’ is a question
I ask myself pretty often,” says Red Light
Management’s Harrington. “Marion has
incredible natural instincts, and she also
is a great listener and problem solver. She
always sees the big picture and thinks strategically. Plus, she throws a hell of a dance
party.”
Kraft’s path was a winding one. She
was born in Germany, raised in the small
southeastern village of Söhnstetten “where
everyone knows everyone,” Kraft says. Her
father worked for the German army and her
mother raised Kraft and her two brothers,
later working in hospital administration
(she still lives in Söhnstetten).
At 21, Kraft moved to the United States
to learn English and study international
business at the University of California, Los
Angeles. Her first music industry job was
at events logistics company Rock-It Cargo
(now Rock-It Global), making T-shirts,
jackets and other merchandise as end-oftour gifts for clients like Michael Jackson
and U2. She went on to handle wardrobe
for Paul Simon’s early-’90s Born at the
Right Time Tour — then took a hiatus from
the music business, working on offices and
private planes as an independent interior
designer. “It took me a long time to figure
out I wanted to be in management,” Kraft
says. “I have a business degree and I like doing deals, but I’m also highly creative.”
By 2001, however, Kraft found her way
back to the industry, joining artist management company The Firm as day-to-day manager for the then-Dixie Chicks and Mary J.
Blige, later adding Anastacia, Tears for Fears
and Clay Aiken. Then, in 2004, Kraft was
asked to meet with a new addition to the
Firm roster: a fearless 19-year-old singersongwriter from Lindale, Texas.
“One of the things that I asked Miranda at
our first meeting was, ‘What kind of career
do you want?’ ” Kraft recalls. “She said, ‘I
want to make music forever and I want a
career that’s long term. I want to be here in
50 years.’ We are nearly 20 years in, and so
far it’s going good.”
In 2005, Lambert released her major-label
debut, Kerosene (on Epic Nashville), which
debuted at No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Country
Albums chart, and its title track became

a top 15 Country Airplay hit. That same
year, Kraft departed The Firm to join Simon
Renshaw at Strategic Artist Management,
and she brought Lambert with her. Over the
next four years, Lambert’s career skyrocketed, and in 2009 Kraft opened ShopKeeper
with Lambert as her sole client.
The rest is history. Seven of Lambert’s
albums have debuted at No. 1 on Top Country Albums (her latest, Palomino, arrived
at No. 2), and she has written most of the
music on them all. In March, after winning
entertainer of the year, Lambert became one
of only eight artists to achieve the ACM’s
triple crown, following her wins for top
new female vocalist in 2007 and top female
vocalist a record nine times.
Today, sitting together at ShopKeeper,
Lambert and Kraft have a familial ease.
Lambert’s good-natured bluntness — “I had
my times where I was being a sh-tshow and
she had to go, ‘Hey, you’re wearing yourself
out,’ ” she says of a time when she’d play up
to 250 shows a year — is balanced by Kraft’s
reflective style. “She was never really a little
sh-t,” Kraft maintains. “She was growing up,
trying to figure out how to be an artist in a
constantly changing environment.”
As Lambert’s ambitions have expanded,
their partnership has supported her at every
step, whether on creative risks — like her
Grammy Award-nominated back-to-basics
collaborative album with Jack Ingram and
Jon Randall, The Marfa Tapes — or entrepreneurial ones, like her first restaurant, Casa
Rosa, a “Tex-Mex cantina” on Nashville’s
Lower Broadway in partnership with TC
Restaurant Group (known for its ventures
with artists like Jason Aldean and Bryan).
And as they gear up for their next big
adventure — Lambert’s first Las Vegas residency in September at Planet Hollywood’s
Zappos Theater — they’re still focused on
the crux of the operation: the music. “That’s
always No. 1,” Lambert says. “The style will
evolve, the outfits will evolve, the brands
will evolve, but it all starts with, ‘What’s this
new evolution of music?’ And we go off that
for everything else.”
Marion, what lessons from your work
with artists like Mary J. Blige and The
Chicks did you bring to managing Miranda’s career?

Marion Kraft: Working with women,
you learn what to look out for and what is
important to them. I’m 20 years Miranda’s
senior and I have a lot more experience
under my belt, so it’s very important that I
share that experience. But she is a businesswoman. She makes all her decisions. Do I
make some decisions for her that I know
this is how she would decide? Yes, absolutely. But that’s also the ease of where we’re at,
at this point. Anything music-related, she
decides.
Miranda, can you recall a time early on
when you realized how Marion was looking out for you?
Miranda Lambert: Yeah, in a ton of ways.
Sometimes I would say, “Something doesn’t
feel right.” And maybe we already committed to it, but I slept on it and would call her
like, “Something’s off about this.” And she
has no question. She just says, “OK, then
we’re done.” She doesn’t ask for an explanation or try to talk me into it. We go with
our gut — whether it’s an opportunity for a
brand or a record or a producer. If one of us
feels off, we talk about it and we move on.
Marion, you’re also mentoring the next
generation of female managers, like Crystal Dishmon, who joined ShopKeeper as
Miranda’s day-to-day and now manages
Tenille Townes.
Kraft: I wanted to be sure that I could
build something people wanted to be part of.
And then I called Crystal and said, “I think
you should come work with me because I
think we would work great together. I think
you and Miranda would get along fabulously.”
Lambert: She came at a time when I was
just starting to get my business sense a little
bit. Before that, I was young and I would
push back on Marion because we have, a lot
of times, a mother-daughter sort of relationship. Crystal was there to calm the waters.
Kraft: It’s strong to come out the gate
with people who are good at their jobs, willing to learn, putting their best foot forward.
We just kept hiring great team members
who ended up being women. I remember being in Los Angeles, calling different
management offices in Nashville. One day I
thought, “This woman could be really good,
but she’s treated like furniture in this com-
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pany, like just somebody who can file and
answer the phone.” I wanted everybody to
have a voice, and in this company, everybody
has a voice.
What female managers did you look up
to early on?
Kraft: I learned from a lot of great people,
men and women, though there were very
few [female] managers in those days. I
looked up to Sheryl Louis, who manages
Stevie Nicks; Kathy Schenker, who managed
Sting. There were other managers, but they
were either very private or their style wasn’t
really what I wanted to be. There was one
in particular who had more of a manly style,
lots of yelling. I was like, “That’s not what I
want to do.”
As a team, how has your communication style evolved?
Lambert: We talk almost every day, at
least on text or something. We’re really
good at communicating, and we weren’t
always; I would be just going off on another
tangent, not filling her in on my life. So we
used to have meetings and sit down and talk
about, “What’s the trajectory? Where are we
headed?” Now, I don’t feel like we need time
for those big planned meetings anymore
because we just are flowing through it.
Kraft: We have a thing where if I don’t
get an answer on something pressing from
you within 48 hours, then I’ll make the decision without you, good or bad. You’re going
to have to live with it. The good news is,
most of the time I do hear back.
Lambert: It’s so much more of a business
now than when it was just about putting out
records and touring. We have to communicate every day. There’s too much going on
not to.
Miranda has her own clothing line,
Idyllwind; she has teamed with Tractor
Supply for a line of pet products; and last
year she opened Casa Rosa. How do you
choose business opportunities?
Kraft: They’re really only opportunities if
they’re good for all parties involved. We’ve
come to this place where we say, “If it’s a
maybe, it’s a no.”
Lambert: [Casa Rosa] had been brought
up a few times on and off through the years,
but it never felt like the time. We try to stay
as open as we can, and when the opportu-

nity came back around, [Marion] went and
met with these people and was like, “What’s
your intention with my daughter?”
Kraft: [We had been] on the music trajectory and we couldn’t take our eye off that
ball. We knew we needed a certain amount
of time because she wanted to be creatively
involved. Now, when you walk into Casa
Rosa, it feels like Miranda Lambert.
Lambert: Anything that has my name
on it, we don’t do that quickly or chain it or
anything else — I want my thumbprint on it.
I want to know that one of us is looking at
every detail. Because we’ve built this brand,
which is built on the music. It’s sacred to
me.
How is preparation going for your
Velvet Rodeo Vegas residency?
Lambert: I’m a little scared, which I like,
because being nervous means I have such a
passion for what I do. This weekend when
I’m off, I’m writing out the set list and getting a feel for where I think it should go. I
haven’t even started with wardrobe and all
that stuff yet, but the idea of more fringe and
rhinestones sounds pretty cool to me.
Are there any Vegas shows you looked
to for inspiration?
Lambert: In December a bunch of my
road team went with me to see Brooks &
Dunn, Shania Twain and George Strait.
What I learned from those shows alone was
that you’re in Vegas because you built a catalog, so play the songs that people know and
love from you. That’s really what I’m sticking with. Sometimes on the road or with
new record cycles, we get all wrapped up in
our new songs, but there’s a certain amount
of trust the fans put in this catalog. But there
are also so many more shows I want to see,
Silk Sonic being one of them. I’m coming for
you, Bruno. I also want to see Céline [Dion]
whenever she comes back.
With so much going on, how have you
learned to strike a balance?
Lambert: There were times when I was
younger and running a hundred miles an
hour, getting exhausted. I would spread
myself too thin and not be my best at what
I’m supposed to be doing. She would rope
me in on that, which I think is important.
She’d be like, “You’re doing this to yourself.
Stop saying yes to stuff. You need to rest.”

When I go on a camping trip or she goes to
Mexico for a few days, both of us come back
with epiphanies about more things because
we took a minute away.
Kraft: A manager is not just representing the artist; there are moments when you
have to represent the career. You may have
to make a decision when it’s good for the
career, maybe not so good for the person.
Ninety-nine percent of the time, I will look
out for her as a human being first. But there
are moments when, good or bad, the career
has to take precedence, and you just have to
be willing to gamble it all and say, “I know
this is so important. I wouldn’t make you do
it if it wasn’t.”
Miranda, you recently released the
song “Y’all Means All” for Netflix’s Queer
Eye. You’ve openly supported the LGBTQ+ community and your brother Luke,
who is gay. Did you and Marion have conversations about your approach to that?
Lambert: There’s always conversation
about something that could potentially…
everything has a backfire of some sort these
days, [so it’s about] just making sure we’re
on the same page and how we message that.
There wasn’t a question in the world about
doing it, it was just, “How’s the best way for
us to do this? Well, guess what — a song, because that’s what I do.” [My 2011 song] “All
Kinds of Kinds” started that ball rolling for
me. I didn’t think I wasn’t saying something,
but now looking back, one song wasn’t saying a lot. I didn’t realize I could’ve helped
more or done a better job at saying more,
even if it’s through my music. I love Queer
Eye, and when [Marion] called and asked
about it, I thought it was perfect.
You’ve worked together for almost two
decades. What’s your secret to a longterm working relationship?
Lambert: I think just sticking it out with
people and believing in each other. I never
signed a contract. I’ve been with my team,
like Marion and my agent, [WME’s] Joey
Lee, since I was 19 years old, and I don’t
have a contract with any of them. Maybe
since then I have certain things with companies, but not with the person, because we
choose each other every day. And then we
all decide that if we don’t choose each other
anymore, then we shouldn’t be together. It’s
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a marriage in a way, and it’s important to
have that commitment and not to bail when
times are tough and nothing’s happening,
and to have the days when you can not only
celebrate something great happening but
sit on my porch and she cries her butt off
because entertainer of the year finally happened. That’s years of history that just came
to fruition.
Kraft: I couldn’t put it any better.
Lambert: Nailed it.
Kraft: Go Team Lambert.
This story originally appeared in the June
25, 2022, issue of Billboard.

FAIR Act to Repeal
California’s ‘SevenYear Statute’
Amendment Wins
First Committee
Vote
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

T

he Free Artists From Industry
Restrictions (FAIR) Act passed
out of the California State Senate’s
Labor, Public Employment and
Retirement committee on Wednesday (June
22) in Sacramento with a 3-1 vote in favor of
the moving the legislation forward.
The Fair Act, also known as AB Bill 983,
now moves to the Senate Judiciary committee June 28 for a hearing and a vote.
The vote came after a hearing that lasted
more than an hour with the three committee
members present peppering the witnesses
and the bill’s co-author, Assemblymember Ash Kalra (D- San Jose), with detailed
and specific questions about the intricacies
of the bill that seeks to repeal a 1987 amendment to California’s “Seven-Year Statute”
(a.k.a. California Labor Code Section 2855).
That amendment allows record labels to
sue artists for damages (including potential
lost revenue) if they leave after seven years
but before delivering the required number

of albums in their contract. The Seven-Year
Statute, which limits personal services contracts for state residents to seven years, was
enacted in 1944 following the judgment in
actress Olivia de Havilland’s lawsuit against
Warner Bros. Pictures.
Black Music Action Coalition co-founder Willie “Prophet” Stiggers, the lead
witness speaking on behalf of the AB 983,
compared the 1987 carve-out to “indentured
servitude,” adding it “violates the music
workers’ right to equal protection” provided
all other California employees. “Let me
be clear, no label pays an artist money on
signing a record contract that has anything
to do with what happens eight years later,”
he said. “They pay for one album and they
own that album. They unilaterally decide
whether to invest in more than one album.
Labels invest in and own products and records. They do not invest in and should not
be allowed to own people.”
He further argued the issue was one of
social and racial justice. “Look at the charts.
The majority of the artists driving label
profits today are people of color…. The heads
of the major labels and board members who
benefit from those profits are not people of
color. The terms of the record contracts are
inequitable because the labels have all the
power. The FAIR act won’t change the erroneous terms of those contracts, but it will
make the artists like every other Californian
worker, [who] can escape those inequitable
terms after seven years.”
Speaking for the opposition were David
Blackburn, Nera Economic Consulting,
and Julian Petty, Warner Records executive vp, head of business and legal affairs,
who stressed his role as an artists lawyer
before joining Warner Records in 2019. Petty
argued that passing AB 983 would “destroy
the foundation of California’s music business and harm the next generation of artists
by transferring royalties and investments
they need to wealthy, successful artists who
don’t.”
He added that artists have the right to
terminate a contract after seven years now,
but that AB 983 would “eliminate the label’s
right under the statute to seek damages
when an artist terminates their agreement
but hasn’t delivered promised recordings. It

would deprive the labels of the same basic
right to seek damages as any party of a contract has when the other side just doesn’t
hold up their end of the bargain. Making
this a one-sided change would hang a cloud
of uncertainty over every recording agreement in our state. Fewer artists would be
signed in California and those signed would
receive lower royalties, advances and other
investments.”
At the suggestion of the Labor committee
members, including committee chair Dave
Cortese (D-San Jose) who seemed concerned about the bill interfering too much
with issues they felt should be remedied under regular contract law, AB 983 no longer
includes a section added into its previous
iteration, AB 2926, that dealt with label
renegotiations and various criteria that must
be met if a new seven-year contract begins.
Added to the new bill is a clause that states
in addition to an artist giving their label
written notice about their intent to leave
after seven years, they must pay back unrecouped advances, which would be credited
back to the artist’s royalty account.
Petty claimed paying back the unrecouped advances was a “drop in the bucket
in terms of making record labels whole and
the bill would still bar recovery of label
investment that don’t take the form of cash
advances like marketing and promotion.”
Many of the senators’ questions focused
on how the record business works, including the consolidation from six to three major music companies since the amendment
passed 35 years ago, and the proliferation
of other paths for artists to release music.
Petty revealed that Warner Records signs
between 25 and 40 acts per year, usually for
an initial period with one album with three
options for additional albums. He said that
nearly half of the deals signed in 2021 were
licensing deals with advances ranging from
“a hundred thousand dollars to millions and
millions of dollars.”
Kalra agreed that while much has
changed, “we put the thumb on the scales 35
years ago when we exempted musicians and
artists that were signed from the Seven-Year
Statute… if [artists] get to the end of their
seven years, as opposed to any other sevenyear statute [for] any other service contract
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in the state, the label can say… you have one
more album to do and there’s a dispute,
maybe creative differences, it goes to eight,
nine, maybe 10 years, and they can just sit on
it. And now that artist is trapped.”
Sen. John Laird (D-Santa Cruz), who
is also on the Judiciary committee, asked
why the bill broadly included all artists,
as opposed to only the smaller acts who
could, presumably, be most hurt by the 1987
amendment.
“The fact that there is an exemption is an
injustice,” Kalra argued. “There’s no reason
to have an exemption whether someone is
a megastar or is just dabbling and trying to
make it in the industry.”
Laird, although he felt there were “flaws
that you really need to address in [the bill],”
nevertheless, like Cortese, voted for the
bill to move to Judiciary. Sen. Josh Newman (D-Fullerton) voted no, while Maria
Elena Durazo (D-Los Angeles), who was
not present for the hearing, voted yes. Kalra
recognized that more work needs be done
on the bill to “figure out how both sides are
made whole because right now that’s not
happening.”
The California Music Coalition, who
along with the RIAA, opposes the bill,
released a statement following the hearing, that read in part, “Detailed testimony
at the Labor Committee today from a top
music industry executive and experienced
economic expert established beyond doubt
that AB 983 would hurt working artists
in California and make it harder for new
acts to get signed….We appreciate Senator
Laird’s observation that there remain ‘lots
of unresolved issues in the midst of this’ and
the recognition by Chairman Cortese as well
as Senator Laird that the bill ‘still needs a
lot more work’ to prevent a reverse wealth
transfer away from developing and working
artists to the wealthiest and most successful.
We look forward to continuing to make the
case against this flawed proposal before the
Judiciary Committee – with its traditional
focus on contractual fairness.”
In a statement to Billboard, Kalra said,
“Today’s discussion and vote in Senate
Labor Committee was encouraging as we
look to extend existing labor protections to
recording artists. I am optimistic the art-

ists and labels can find a path forward that
frees the artists of their contacts after seven
years while ensuring labels are reasonably
made whole for their investments in talent.
We look forward to continue working with
stakeholders ahead of the next policy committee.”
The CA Fair Act Coalition, a collective
that includes the Music Artists Coalition,
the Black Music Action Coalition, Future
of Music Coalition, Songwriters of North
America and SAG-AFTRA, that supports the
AB 983 has not yet issued a statement.
While most artists have either been
dropped or renegotiated their contracts for
better terms before the seven years is up,
a number of acts, including the Eagles and
Metallica, have sued to be dismissed citing
the seven-year statute. On June 16, H.E.R.
invoked the seven-year-statute in a suit
against her longtime record label, MBK
Entertainment.

Behind The
Remarkable
Rise Of Jimmie
Allen, Country’s
Most Ambitious
(And BowlingObsessed) New
Star
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

I

n 2012 — five years after moving to
Nashville to chase his dream of being
a country artist — Jimmie Allen had
little to show for his efforts. He was
working multiple jobs to pay the rent, playing writers’ rounds when he could and taking gigs for tip money. He had already been
tossed off American Idol.
Then one day, while searching through
his attic for family photos, he found a
“trashy” spiral notebook and began filling

the empty pages with a list of very specific
career goals: Land a publishing deal. Sign
a record contract. Get a booking agency to
expand his reach into movies and TV. Have
No. 1 singles. Play sold-out stadiums. Sing
with the world’s greatest musical icons, like
Elton John.
A decade later, Allen still has that notebook. And while he hasn’t quite finished
checking off all of the items on that list, sure
enough, they all seem to be coming true —
from signing with BMG’s Stoney Creek/BBR
imprint in 2017 to collaborating with John
in 2021 — just like he predicted.
“Everything I accomplish, it doesn’t
surprise me. I’m thankful for the opportunity, but I’m not surprised at all,” says Allen,
leaning forward in his chair on the spacious
fifth-floor patio of his record label as a soft
rain falls over Nashville’s historic Music
Row in late May. “It’s all part of this plan
that has been written down.”
Allen, 37, is fresh from a red-eye, his 13th
flight of the week, following a gig in Seattle
the night before, and he has stopped at his
home south of Nashville just long enough
to shower and change before jumping in
his black Ford F-150. But he is engaged,
focused and alert. Though he’s known for
flamboyant, often bedazzled stage get-ups,
he’s dressed down today in a Dancing With
the Stars sweatsuit — he competed on the
show last fall — a DEL Made ball cap and
black sneakers, one of more than 1,000 pairs
he owns. His trademark diamond studs are
missing from his ears (“That’s the ‘show
Jimmie,’ ” he explains), but he does sport
impressive bling on his left wrist: an engraved Breguet watch that new friend Garth
Brooks gave him as a gift to thank him for
performing as part of his Kennedy Center
Honors induction last year. (Allen’s rendition of “Friends in Low Places” brought
the Washington, D.C., crowd — and the star
he calls Mr. Brooks — to their feet, though
Allen admits to having world-class jitters
performing for one of his heroes.) Every few
minutes, he spits Grizzly Wintergreen snuff
— “If you know them, I’ll take a sponsorship,” he volunteers — into an empty smartwater bottle.
Allen may look relaxed, but he is in fullon work mode. In less than 18 hours, he’ll
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leave town again. Before then, he’ll head
to the Country Music Hall of Fame and
Museum to kick off an event, then handle
some business calls, then participate in a
CMT Twitter Spaces panel about artists
and mental health. (He was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder when he was 13.) Somehow,
he’ll also find time between engagements
for his pandemic passion, bowling in nearby
Franklin, Tenn., before returning home to
his wife, Lexi, and two infant daughters,
Naomi Bettie and Zara James. (He also has
an 8-year-old son, Aaydn, from a previous
relationship.) Then he’ll hop on a tour bus
for an overnight ride to Arkansas and the
next gig.
“I only sleep about three-and-a-half hours
a night,” Allen says. “If I get two, I feel like
I’ve slept.”
Over the past few years, Allen’s seemingly
inexhaustible supply of energy has proved
especially useful — not only as his career has
gained velocity since his first single, “Best
Shot,” vaulted to No. 1 on Billboard’s Country Airplay chart in November 2018, but
also as he has become his own cottage
industry. He runs management, production
and publishing companies in Nashville, as
well as a trio of businesses that include a
septic-pump repair company in his hometown of Milton, Del. On top of that, he has
launched a TV career, discussing big- and
small-screen projects with UTA (he also cohosted the 2022 Academy of Country Music
[ACM] Awards with Dolly Parton and Gabby
Barrett); published a children’s book, My
Voice Is a Trumpet; and served as executive
music producer on Titletown High, a Netflix
reality show about a Georgia high school
football team.
“There are times when you’re pushing an
artist forward and pushing and pushing,”
says BMG Nashville president Jon Loba.
“With Jimmie, we’re always running to
catch up with him.”
Allen’s intense drive would mean nothing
if he didn’t possess the talent to back it up.
With his honeyed baritone that effortlessly
wraps around the everyman anthems he
writes — seamlessly blending country, pop
and R&B — Allen has become the reigning
Country Music Association (CMA) new
artist of the year, the ACM’s 2021 new male

artist of the year and, at this year’s Grammy
Awards, the only country act nominated for
best new artist.
On June 24, he’ll release his 17-track third
album, Tulip Drive, named for the street
where his late grandmother and confidante,
Bettie, lived. It’s the final piece of a trilogy that began with his 2018 debut, Mercury Lane (the street he grew up on) and
2020’s Bettie James (which subsequently
received an expanded version), a collection
of duets with artists beloved by Allen, his
grandmother and his father, James, who
died in 2019.
Tulip Drive bolsters Allen’s growing crossgenre appeal, with collaborations featuring
Cee Lo Green, T-Pain and Jennifer Lopez,
but it’s also his most personal work yet. The
first single, “Down Home,” takes the form
of a stirring yet never maudlin conversation
with his deceased father, updating him on
Allen’s accomplishments: “I promise I’m
working/With this guitar about as hard as I
can/I met a girl, bought a house/Put a nice
little payment/Down home is still where my
heart is.”
Loba felt the song was so strong he wanted to put it out last year, before Allen’s most
recent Country Airplay No. 1, the Brad Paisley duet “Freedom Was a Highway.” But
Allen asked him to wait: “Jimmie said, ‘I
can’t right now, Jon. It’s so personal. The
wound is still open, and I need some time to
heal,’ ” Loba recalls. “I said, ‘Enough said.
We’ll go with it whenever you’re ready.’ And
as we approached the top 10 with ‘Freedom
Was a Highway,’ he said, ‘I’m ready.’ ”
Allen was also prepared to expose a
darker chapter of his family history on Tulip
Drive. “Habits & Hearts” (written by Steven
McMorran, Derrick Southerland and Jess
Cates) reminded him of his father’s struggles with substance abuse and the toll Allen
saw it take on his mother. “Just hearing the
song and remembering him wanting to get
better and then falling short a few times — I
felt like I was in a time and place to sing it
now and be honest with it,” Allen says. “Because even though my dad had his issues,
he always reminded me that I shouldn’t do
it. He said, ‘I’m telling you, this can cripple
you.’ ”
Allen says he inherited his dad’s addictive

personality but that he channels it into his
competitive drive — the fuel that got him
from broke unknown to bright rising star
with three No. 1 Country Airplay singles,
his own headlining tour earlier this year,
a growing shelf of awards and names like
Keith Urban, Tim McGraw, Darius Rucker,
Pitbull and Shaquille O’Neal in his phone
contacts.
And sometimes, it lets him play as
hard as he works. Even when it comes to
fun, Allen has goals: say, at least an hour
of NBA2K or Madden on his PlayStation
each night, or (amid the pandemic) becoming not just a bowling hobbyist, but
an expert. After former pro football player
Cortland Finnegan and Los Angeles Dodgers baseball player Mookie Betts introduced
him to the sport, he would spend “five days
a week, seven, eight hours at a time at the
bowling alley,” Allen recalls. He now belongs
to five bowling leagues, keeps three different sets of balls (for home, the tour bus and
flights — Brunswick Hammers and DV8s
all — so he’ll always be prepared for a few
pre-meet-and-greet games) and, in January,
plans to try out for the Professional Bowlers
Association.
This May, in fact, Allen left his own
SESAC party celebrating his second and
third No. 1 records early to go bowling. His
league average is 215, but he still grimaces
remembering the perfect 300 game that
eluded him: He got a spare and ended at
288. “It was all strikes until the 10th frame,”
he says. “I was sick for a week.”
Somewhere between the ages of 8 and
11 — he can’t remember for sure — Allen was
riding in the car with his father and told him
he dreamed of becoming a country music
performer. “But I can’t,” he added. “They’re
all white dudes.’” His dad popped in a
CD and played “Does My Ring Hurt Your
Finger” by Charley Pride, the first Black
country superstar. “That’s when it all made
sense,” Allen recalls with a smile.
Allen’s parents divorced when he was 12,
but his father remained a constant in his life.
“Something broke, he came and fixed it. [My
mom has] never had a boyfriend or anything
since,” he says. After discovering Pride,
music became a constant, too. Allen played
drums in the church choir and picked up
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piano as well. “That’s one of the perks about
playing, especially in a Black church: You
learn to play off of a feeling,” he says. “You
hear and you feel it. I can’t tell you what
notes I’m playing, but I can tell you if it’s
wrong or right.”
In high school and college, Allen started
performing in musicals, landing lead roles
like Ren in Footloose and the King of Siam
in The King & I. He regularly traveled to
New York to perform in talent shows —
enough to realize early on that the Big Apple
wasn’t the place for him. Instead, after
dropping out of Delaware State University,
he packed his late-’90s Chevy Malibu and
moved to Nashville to pursue music as an
artist in his own right. He rented a trailer
from a couple, then moved into his car when
they wanted him to buy it for $300. He
showered and did laundry at the gym where
he worked. At 22, he saved up to buy his first
guitar and taught himself out of sheer necessity: “I couldn’t afford somebody to play for
me [at gigs], like $50 every time,” he says.
Several years of dead ends later, in 2010
Allen tried out for American Idol after losing
a bet with a friend. He made it to Hollywood, but got cut short of the top 24. He did,
however, become pals with his season’s winner, Scotty McCreery, who years later would
tap Allen to open on his own tour. “I saw
him around Nashville often through those
[subsequent] years,” McCreery remembers
now, “and he was always grinding. He’s such
a hard worker.”
Post-Idol, Allen still couldn’t get paid gigs,
so he continued playing for tips at Lower
Broadway bars, often calling to book dates
under the name of a fake manager, “Landon
Jackson.” He worked a series of odd jobs —
even appearing in a 2013 Taylor Swift Diet
Coke commercial as a singing extra — but
decided to never keep one for more than six
months: “You get comfortable and are like,
‘You know what? I’m going to stay here,’ ”
he says. “I had this insurance company offer
me a job that would have started me off at
70 grand a year. Yeah, I can’t do that.”
So the college dropout once again became
a student. He read Music Row magazine and,
when he couldn’t afford his own subscription, borrowed a friend’s copy of Billboard.
He went to South by Southwest not to

perform but to hear from industry insiders. And with the dedication of a baseball
stats fanatic, he memorized the names of
key managers, executives, songwriters,
producers, mixing engineers — and their
histories, which he remembers to this day.
When asked why he eventually signed with
BMG, he dives into a detailed recitation of
then-president Zach Katz’s résumé, as well
as Loba’s.
During those fallow years, Allen recalls
sneaking into a WME party with a buddy
who also wanted to be an artist but had no
idea he was talking to one of the agency’s
Nashville heads. “Come on!” he says, seemingly still horrified by his friend’s ignorance.
“A lot of people want to get to know the
artist. Nah, I want to know the machine
that makes the artist because that’s who is
doing the work. You have to know so you
can make an educated decision on who you
work with.”
Eventually, the encyclopedic knowledge
he had accumulated paid off. In 2017, after
BMG executives saw him at a showcase
and brought him in for meetings, “I learned
things about our staff that I didn’t even
know from him,” Loba says. “One day, we
had a couple of employees who had gotten
locked in the garage somehow after hours
and were trying to figure out how to get
out. They were on social media. Jimmie
was dialed in enough to have already added
them before the deal was signed. He [saw
the posts] and said, ‘Hey, I’m right down the
street. I’ll come down and help you out.’ He
knew about it before any of us at the label
did.”
But Allen’s first big break had as much to
do with luck as all of his homework. Back
in 2015, he had scored a spot in a writers’
round at Puckett’s Grocery in Franklin
because another writer had canceled. For
the same reason, Ash Bowers — an artistturned-writer who ran Wide Open Publishing — also found himself on the bill.
“He had an amazing voice, great songs
that he had written and seemed very driven
to have a career in music,” Bowers recalls
of that night. “It was obvious to me that
Jimmie is a world-class singer and a natural
star.” He offered him a publishing deal on
the spot and, shortly thereafter, launched a

management division with Allen as his first
client.
Now a frequent writing and producing
collaborator, Bowers was instrumental in
helping rejigger Allen’s first single, “Best
Shot,” turning it into the stripped-down,
midtempo ballad that reached No. 1 on
Country Airplay — and made Allen the first
Black artist to do so with his debut single.
(Second single “Make Me Want To” would
reach the same height.)
Allen is well aware that, as a Black artist
played frequently on country radio — no less
one notching No. 1s — he’s still in all-toosmall company. But “I don’t let my mind
go there,” he says when asked if he experiences prejudice in his corner of the industry.
“Here’s my thing: Are there people in every
genre of music that might not like someone
because of their skin color? Yes! [But] everybody’s not like that. If I get that mentality,
then I start viewing people with a prejudice
the same way, so you start to become what
you hate and we’re not helping the issue,
we’re perpetuating it.”
And anyway, he credits his meticulous
research with both his success thus far and,
as he sees it, his ability to meet country
music where it is. “So many people haven’t
properly done homework or quit too soon.
I said country music is what I want to do,
country radio is where I want my songs. So
I have to be respectful to something that has
been there that I’m getting into.” He quotes
his own recent tweet that summed up his
outlook: “I’m not here to change country
music. I’m just here to add to it.”
Last year, when he won the CMA’s
new artist award, it was “show Jimmie”
that came to the stage, sporting a fluorescent pink and silver lamé three-piece suit,
diamond studs flashing. But as he began
to speak, he became choked up, recalling
his 10 years plugging away without much
progress — and how, in 2016, he had spent
his last $100 to buy a ticket to the awards’
50th anniversary just so he could see Pride
perform. Four years later, Allen continued,
he performed with Pride on the same stage
— the legend’s last TV appearance before his
death.
Playing with Pride was another notebook
goal realized. Allen first met him in 2018 at
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a trade show in Nashville and the two hit
it off; they had a standing phone call every
other Sunday. “I’d keep calling till he answered the phone,” Allen says. “He told me
he was proud of me and Kane [Brown] and
Darius [Rucker] and what we were doing.
And he said he was glad to finally see people
younger than him that look like him in the
business. He said that was one of his fears
— he thought he’d be the only one to kind of
reach [that] level.”
Pride, who collaborated with Allen and
Rucker on the Bettie James track “Why
Things Happen,” also encouraged Allen
to trust his power. “His big advice was you
never shy away from who you are. You’re
not here to wake up every day and say, ‘How
can I make myself smaller to make someone
else bigger?’ No. Inspire people from greatness.”
Last year, Allen put that message into
practice. “We all are where we are because
someone created an opportunity for us,” he
says. “It’s our job, just as humans, to have a
platform and find ways to share it and create
other opportunities for other artists.” In
September, he formed Bettie James Music
Publishing, a partnership with Sony Music
Publishing Nashville, with songwriter (and
his own bassist) Tate Howell his first signee.
Then in December, Allen joined forces with
former Spotify executive John Marks and
producer Aaron Benward to launch JAB Entertainment, a management and production
company; its first client, country duo Neon
Union, has since signed with Red Street
Country, the imprint founded by Rascal
Flatts’ Jay DeMarcus.
And Allen, who will open for Carrie Underwood on tour this fall, has his eye on the
live sector, too. On Aug. 13, his second Bettie
James Fest will take place in his hometown,
with himself, Lainey Wilson and We the
Kings on the bill, among others. The tug
to return to Delaware is ever present. “I’d
move back now if my wife was ready to go,
but she just moved from Delaware two years
ago,” he says. “She’s not ready to go back. I
am.”
Be that as it may, his myriad interests
keep him on the road. He loves dancing, so
he competed on Dancing With the Stars; he
also loves game shows, so he made stops

on Celebrity Family Feud and Let’s Make a
Deal. But for Allen and his team, these aren’t
just whimsical side projects — they’re ways
to build his audience.
“Dancing With the Stars was very impactful,” Bowers says. Over the eight weeks that
Allen competed, “we saw a huge uptick in
social following and streaming audience.
It’s about expanding his fan base in areas
where he also has interest. It’s proven to be
successful in creating new fans that haven’t
discovered him on country radio.” Now,
Allen has his eye on more hosting gigs as
well as acting roles, citing Jamie Foxx and
Wayne Brady as inspirations. “We have been
approached with several opportunities that
lead me to believe we are on the right path
with that,” says Bowers, who surveys them
with Allen’s agent at UTA, Josh Garrett. Allen is even considering returning to his stage
roots: “I want to play Aaron Burr in Hamilton,” he told Billboard last December.
Most of the time, Allen’s laser focus allows him to keep his music career front
and center. “When I’m writing, I’m writing.
When I’m performing, I’m performing,” he
says. “I compartmentalize my whole life.
Sometimes it’s a good thing, sometimes
it’s bad. But I feel like my personal issues
should never interfere with work. And work
should never interfere with my personal life.
Wherever I’m at and what I’m doing, that’s
who I am.”
Still, maintaining such clear-cut divides
isn’t always straightforward. Allen has
talked candidly about his bipolar diagnosis
and addresses it in “Untitled,” an as-yetunrecorded song that he has posted twice
on his Instagram. “Truth is that I’m always
on the edge/Trying to find the point of
living/I’m barely hanging on/And no one
can see that I’m constantly fighting with
me … It’s like two different people live inside
my mind/Which voice do I follow, the dark
or the light,” he sings, sounding weary.
When he posted it in April, he wrote, “Mental illness is something I have struggled with
my entire life. Every day is a constant battle
with myself.”
Today, Allen says he has learned “to
take time when I need time” for a mental
break. “Whether it’s a show or interview or
something, if I’m not in the right space to

do it, I’ll cancel it,” he continues. “And it’s
always a few days ahead of time or a week
in advance because I know me, I can kind
of feel it: ‘Yeah, I’m not going to be good on
this day. Let’s move it.’ ”
But while Bowers says he and Allen see
eye to eye on that front, nothing seems likely
to stop Allen’s relentless drive forward and
upward. “I think the ultimate goal is to
headline stadiums as an artist and become
an A-list actor,” Bowers says. “I think we
will be very close to accomplishing that in
five years from now.”
It sounds like a milestone straight out of
that old notebook. But Allen quit writing
in it after he signed his record deal; at that
point, he figured, he had finalized his list
of career goals and it was time to focus on
accomplishing them. There’s one final entry,
he says: his plan for how to, eventually, walk
away. He won’t reveal when, but makes
it clear he’s not interested in a slow fade.
When he leaves, it’ll be with the same kind
of intention that drove him in the first place.
“I look at my music career like sports. If
I’m not able to perform or create at a level
that I’ve always done it, I won’t do it anymore,” he says. “Imagine [Michael] Jordan
in the NBA right now. You would easily
forget about his greatness. You’d easily
forget about everything he accomplished …
because people are all about the right now.”
And Allen has never been only about the
present. He speaks slowly and deliberately
as he envisions what that final chapter
might look like. “I want to do it at a level for
a while. After I step away and retire, I might
do a pop-up thing twice a year,” he muses.
“But the time of grinding and building will
be over. It’s more enjoyment, to where if I
want to put out a song, I might. But I probably won’t.”
This story originally appeared in the June
25, 2022, issue of Billboard.
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omgkirby’s Web3
‘Record Label’ Is
Turning Fans Into
Songwriters and
A&Rs
BY SAMANTHA HISSONG

I

magine a future wherein a decentralized artist drops music through a
community-governed record label
co-owned by thousands of members
that collaborate on said artists’ songs. From
there, they might vote on the next single —
its beats and hooks, its release date, and its
marketing plan — and start the process over
again with a built-in base of invested superfans supporting the cause.
That future is now.
Outside splashy NFT drops from the
likes of Snoop Dogg, The Chainsmokers and Diplo, omgkirby is one of Web3’s
most popular music acts — a faceless
project run by a decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO) that quietly launched
in 2020 and currently has more than 1.2
million monthly listeners on Spotify and
22.1 million on-demand official U.S. streams,
according to Luminate. In the first week of
June, omgkirby had the top two music NFT
collections in the world, based on secondary
sales according to OpenSea, the internet’s
largest NFT marketplace. In total, omgkirby
has already generated more than 293 ETH,
which was worth around $330,000 at press
time after the value of Ethereum fell dramatically earlier this month. (119 ETH had
gone to the DAO, as of June 9; the rest was
split amongst omgkirby’s creator, the team,
and online sales platform Notables.
Even though omgkirby has come to
epitomize what a Web3 music project can
be, it wasn’t born from any futurist ideology. Its creator — an under-the-radar
musician with a background in tech, who’s
asked Billboard to use they/them pronouns
to maintain their anonymity — launched
the project simply as a way to connect with

other people feeling isolated early in the
pandemic. They didn’t want to hear pop
bangers from Top 40 stars or songs about
epic romances; they wanted comforting,
lo-fi tracks for lonely days. So they started
covering famous songs and remixing them,
slowing them down and adding reverb.
As Web3 began to emerge as a trendy
topic of conversation last year, omgkirby’s
creator paid close attention. They soon
realized that they could better capture a
feeling of togetherness by making omgkirby a collaborative entity. That’s why
they don’t want to share identifying details:
“As we build a DAO and a community and
those holders themselves begin to embody
omgkirby, it’s important that there isn’t a
singular figure representing the project,” the
creator tells Billboard over the phone from
Los Angeles. “There are people of all ages,
genders, and identities that are now a part of
this community.”
The first “drop” in mid-March was a
batch of 3,000 automatically generated
lo-fi songs set to the same BPM and key in
the form of NFTs — the omgkirby Genesis
collection, inspired by other popular generative visual art NFT collections, except
with music. Generative art is common in
the realm of profile-picture (PFP) NFTs —
collections like Bored Ape Yacht Club or
Crypto Punks are created by algorithms
that randomly put design traits together for
unique avatars — but, the omgkirby founder
says, “I hadn’t seen anyone build beautiful
tracks using generative technology.”
Buying the NFTs grants membership to
the omgkirby DAO, as well as ownership
of the recording’s stems and master and
publishing rights. The collection sold out
in minutes. One buyer, wallyPDF, uploaded
two omgkirby tracks to Spotify — without
even altering them — and they both ended
up on the platform’s popular “lofi beats”
playlist; together, they now have more than
a million Spotify streams. Venture capitalist firm Castle Island Ventures turned their
stems into intro and outro music for their
On the Brink crypto-focused podcast. According to omgkirby’s creator, Jaden Smith
also purchased an NFT that he’s now Frankensteining to create something new. “We
didn’t want to make music that would sound

generic,” the creator says. “We wanted to
make music that could stand up on its own
and be as successful as a song that is fully
created by a human being.”
While the Genesis collection showed that
omgkirby could reach an audience, the DAO
those NFTs helped create would manifest
the next stage in the project. The original
song “don’t let me down,” released in May,
was the first test in this music-by-committee
process. The DAO’s core team had the community submit sounds and samples that
they wanted to record over a Twitch stream,
then the beat was created live with the DAO
providing feedback in real time. Next, they
sent out an instrumental version of the track
and held a songwriting contest, asking community members to come up with verses,
choruses, and top lines to that beat. (Singersongwriter Sad Alex ultimately won.) “Then
we made five different versions of that track
with different arrangements and instrumentation to make sure we were putting out the
best version of it,” omgkirby’s creator says.
“For the members who were really engaging
with it, we offered them a tokenized version
of the song via airdrop.”
The song itself is owned by the DAO,
which means that all the streaming and
synch royalties of the track — and eventually an album — will go into the treasury
to fund its future projects. The goal was to
plant a seed for a sort of “community-driven
record label,” omgkirby’s creator explains.
Ultimately, they plan to create an “artist
fund” to support members with dreams of
other decentralized artists that could live
within omgkirby’s universe: “People will
have the opportunity to build proposals and
get the DAO to decide if they want to vote
for and support those artists.” They plan on
giving grants — whether they be for touring, buying equipment, recording music,
filming music videos, or what have you — to
active members that want to pursue music
themselves.
The concept has been compelling enough
to drive another sold-out drop earlier this
month, this time of 5,000 generative profilepicture NFTs (more like those Apes and
Punks) that also grant access to the DAO
and offer priority access to new projects.
Excitement around this release was enough
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to push both omgkirby collections to the top
of OpenSea’s music sales ranking.
Last Saturday, kicking off NFT.NYC conference going on this week in New York
at a party hosted by the Deadheads NFT
collection, omgkirby premiered their first
live performance with a custom mask similar to Deadmau5‘s. omgkirby is currently
working on another generative collection,
but this time they’re collaborating with acclaimed genre-bending artist Channel Tres.
Those 5,550 songs are scheduled to drop at
the end of June or early July and the project’s creator says that despite recent downturns in the crypto market, they don’t feel
the need to push back the release. “We need
to be more dynamic now with this drop than
ever,” they say. “This is the time that people
now are looking for real value, so I think
projects like us will be celebrated more.”
This time around, omgkirby’s creator says
they changed the formula significantly. Not
everything will be in the same BPM or key
with “new attributes around song structure”
that can alter those aspects. “The drum
traits are still the same drum traits,” he
explains. “They just now exist in a different area of musicality. With this collection,
you’re going to be able to buy one track that
sounds like upbeat house and another one
that sounds like slowed-down hip-hop with
a spacey Travis Scott beat.”
Looking ahead, the omgkirby team wants
to collaborate with “the biggest musicians
in the world — the Billie Eilishs and Justin
Biebers,” its creator says, adding that they
hope to do so while remaining true to their
independent beginnings. Allegedly, labels
have reached out with pitches to partner,
still to no avail: “We’re blazing our own
trail.”
When asked if their team worries at all
about the possibility of a dystopian future
— one wherein record labels could similarly
use machines to churn out prefab songs like
they’re hot dogs — omgkirby’s creator seems
unconcerned. They don’t fret over an algorithmic approach cheapening the artform
and human aspect of music. “I think the day
that AI can fully remove any of the human
involvement in these tracks, that AI probably has significantly greater implications in
terms of the fear of what it can create across

other areas,” they say. “So many aspects of
the internet and the art that we consume
are already a unique blend of human and
machine. Advancements in sounds and music production have always been pushed in
many ways by different forms of electronic
instrumentation and techniques.” They
insist they’re committed to finding balance
while innovating, even if they upset “some
purists” along the way.
omgkirby’s creator also recognizes why
many in the mainstream remain wary of the
Web3 space they exist within, and claim
to have once been skeptical themselves. “I
understand why the public asks, ‘What is
this? Is this all just vaporware or people
trading jpegs?,’” they say. “But Web3 tools
have huge implications if engaged the right
way… This is not a merchandise cash grab.
We’re pushing the boundaries of what it
means to be a musical artist, and what it
means to create and own music. It’s actually quite disruptive.”

Paul McCartney’s
Career Boxscore
Total Soars Past $1
Billion
BY ERIC FRANKENBERG

A

fter tours by a notably young and
diverse group of artists – highlighted by Bad Bunny and BTS –
led the way on the 2022 midyear Boxscore charts, classic rock elder
statesman Paul McCartney finishes at No.
1 on Billboard’s Top Tours chart for May.
According to figures reported to Billboard
Boxscore, McCartney earned $52.4 million
and sold 206,000 tickets across nine shows
throughout the month.
The May dates of the Got Back Tour
alternated between arenas (Seattle’s Climate
Pledge Arena, Dallas’ Dickies Arena) and
stadiums (Inglewood’s Sofi Stadium, Orlando’s Camping World Stadium), reaching a
single-night $12 million high in Inglewood.
The lofty total is good for the No. 2 spot on

the Top Boxscores ranking.
McCartney nabs four more top 10 placements on Top Boxscores, hitting Nos. 6,
8, 9 and 10 with engagements in Orlando,
Seattle, Oakland and Winston-Salem, N.C.
Macca’s two single-night arena stints in
Knoxville, Tenn. and Dallas lurk at Nos. 21
and 26, respectively. It’s his first month at
No. 1 on Top Tours, after reaching as high
as No. 3 in June 2019, behind the Spice
Girls and Ed Sheeran.
Beyond the month’s top 10 acts, classic rock blankets the Top Tours chart,
with Pearl Jam and Elton John at Nos.
11-12, and the Eagles, Queen + Adam Lambert, The Who and KISS throughout the
ranking with spotted reporting.
After his May 31 show at the ThompsonBoling Arena in Knoxville, Tenn., McCartney’s total reported career gross shot just
$100k north of the $1 billion mark, making
him one of just 11 artists to surpass the
10-digit mark in Boxscore’s 30-year-plus
history.
As Billboard reported last week, McCartney joins the billion-dollar club alongside Coldplay, both hitting the benchmark within eight days of one another.
Other club members including The Rolling
Stones, Elton John, the Eagles and Kenny
Chesney are also on the road this summer,
competing in stadiums worldwide.
Including the opening show in April
and five additional dates in June, the Got
Back Tour wrapped with $101.7 million and
416,000 tickets in just fifteen shows.
Justin Bieber and Coldplay follow at
Nos. 2-3 with monthly earnings of $32.3 million and 31.9 million, respectively.
For Bieber’s part, the Canadian popstar
finished with $18.6 million and 118,000 tickets from nine U.S. shows and then $13.7 million and 157,000 tickets from four dates in
Mexico. His dip into Latin America is up 4%
from his last quartet of Mexican shows in
February 2017 on the Purpose World Tour.
Coldplay may or may not fit the definition
of classic rock but they do join McCartney
as a British pop-rock stadium act in this
month’s top 10. Their first batch of American dates in five years sold 306,000 tickets,
generating more sales than McCartney or
Bieber, but slightly fewer than fellow Brit
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Ed Sheeran.
Sheeran takes top honors for attendance
in May with 321,000 tickets sold, but lands
at No. 4 on the Top Tours chart with a $26.4
million gross. But despite not taking the No.
1 spot, he rules over the Top Boxscores tally
with three shows at the Principality Stadium in Cardiff, Wales. Those dates earned a
combined $15 million on May 26-28.
Sheeran’s is one of four international
engagements to land among the month’s top
10 Boxscores. Behind McCartney’s L.A.-area
concert, Maroon 5 is No. 3 with a doubleheader at HaYarkon Park in Tel Aviv. The
rare Israeli report grossed $11.7 million and
sold 98,000 tickets on May 9-10, helping
the pop-rock stalwarts get to No. 9 on Top
Tours.
At No. 5 is New Jersey-bred emo-glamrock outfit My Chemical Romance. The
band’s comeback tour opened in the U.K.
and included three shows at Stadium MK
in Milton Keynes, earning $8.9 million from
over 90,000 tickets sold. Altogether, the
tour’s first 11 shows earned $15.5 million, positioning them at No. 7 on Top Tours. After
hitting Europe in June, the band will travel
stateside for two months of shows in North
America this fall.
International arenas and stadiums also
decorate the various Top Venues charts, at
No. 1 on Top Stadiums (Foro Sol, Mexico
City), and the 15,001+ capacity (London’s O2
Arena) and 10,001-15k cap (Glasgow’s OVO
Hydro) rankings.

Trending
Up: Bailey
Zimmerman’s
Unlikely Path
to a Country
Crossover, Plus
Doja Cat’s ‘Vegas’
& Joji’s Catalog
Gains
BY JASON LIPSHUTZ,
ANDREW UNTERBERGER

W

elcome to Billboard Pro’s
Trending Up newsletter,
where we take a closer look
at the songs, artists, curiosities and trends that have caught the music
industry’s attention. Some have come out of
nowhere, others have taken months to catch
on, and all of them could become ubiquitous
in the blink of a TikTok clip.
This week: Bailey Zimmerman is forging
new territory for a modern country crossover,
while Doja Cat scores another hit, Joji keeps
gaining momentum and ABBA gets the spedup treatment.
Viral Country Star Bailey Zimmerman
“Rock”s the Hot 100
The traditional country path up the charts
– usually done through radio airplay built
slowly over the course of several months
– is such a gradual one that when an artist
(particularly a newer one) crashes in, it
tends to draw notice. Such is the case with
Bailey Zimmerman, whose breakout hit
“Fall in Love” has been scaling the Billboard
Hot 100 over the past seven weeks – only to
see the song immediately overtaken by its
follow-up, “Rock and a Hard Place.”
The 22-year-old singer-songwriter
(signed to Warner Music Nashville/Elektra
Music Group), whose music carries more
than a faint resemblance to similarly viral

predecessor Morgan Wallen, teased his
new ballad extensively on TikTok before
its debut earlier this month. The built-up
momentum led to a resounding No. 24 debut
on the Hot 100 for “Rock” this week (chart
dated June 25) – thanks in large part to 11
million first-week streams, according to
Luminate. It leapfrogs “Fall in Love,” which
climbs six spots to No. 46 in its seventh
week on the listing, and is only just starting
to be embraced by radio, debuting at No. 54
this week on Billboard’s Country Airplay
listing. — Andrew Unterberger
Doja Cat’s Still Got the Hot Hand
Considering the win streak that Doja Cat
has been on over the past few years, and
peaking with last year’s Planet Her album
— up to six top 40 hits on the Hot 100, with
“Get Into It (Yuh)” streaking up 11 spots
to No. 33 this week — it was more than
forgivable that “Vegas,” her “Hound Dog”interpolating single from Baz Luhrmann’s
upcoming Elvis Presley biopic, started off
slowly upon its release last month. Perhaps
Doja had simply reached a mainstream
saturation point that couldn’t accommodate
a soundtrack hits amongst her many other
big singles!
Nope: “Vegas” is quickly becoming a hit
now, too, after viral dance clips on TikTok
helped boost its listenership. The song
zooms up 19 spots on the Hot 100 to No. 56,
earning 9.1 million U.S. on-demand streams
in the week ending June 16, up nearly
13% from the previous week, according to
Luminate. Radio is also starting to bet on
“Vegas,” with 631,000 airplay audience impressions among 72 reporters to Billboard’s
Radio Songs chart in the week ending June
20. With Elvis hitting theaters on Friday,
“Vegas” could keep rising into the upper
tier of the Hot 100 for Doja Cat, joining the
dexterous star’s Post Malone collaboration
“I Like You (A Happier Song)” (No. 14 this
week), “Woman” (No. 23) and “Get Into It
(Yuh).” — Jason Lipshutz
ABBA “Eyes” an Unusual TikTok Comeback
You wouldn’t necessarily listen to most
songs by ’70s and ’80s pop eternals ABBA
and think they needed to be even faster and
more chipper, but TikTok users apparently
feel differently – at least about their 1979
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single “Angeleyes.” The song, a relatively
minor hit for the group (peaking at No. 64
on the Hot 100), has become a fixture on the
app in recent weeks via a sped-up version,
often used to soundtrack photo montages
(set to the song’s bittersweet “it hurts to
remember all the good times” lyric). The
accompanying bump has led to the song
rising from weekly streams in the 300,000s
for most of May to nearly 1.8 million official
streams in the U.S. last week, according to
Luminate – netting higher consumption
numbers than almost any of ABBA’s more
well-known classics, short only of the alltimer “Dancing Queen” (nearly 2.4 million
streams in the week). — A.U.
Get a “Glimpse” of the Joji Catalog Bump
Joji’s “Glimpse of Us” debuting at No.
10 on this week’s Hot 100 marks a breakthrough moment for the 88rising artist
— and naturally, some listeners who were
previously unfamiliar with his sultry croon
have started to tear his back catalog. This
week, Joji’s total U.S. on-demand streams
even without “Glimpse” included were 22.16
million — a 73.8% jump compared with the
12.75 million streams earned by the same
catalog the week before the new single came
out, according to Luminate.
“Slow Dancing in the Dark,” the waltzing
standout from Joji’s 2018 album Ballads 1, is
the biggest recipient, up nearly 43% percent
in streams to 3.76 million last week. While
“Glimpse of You” continues strong near the
top of streaming charts like Spotify’s Top 50,
“Slow Dancing in the Dark” has crept onto
the bottom of the same charts, signaling a
general appetite for Joji’s music beyond his
viral new hit. — J.L.
Q&A: Manny Toro, SoundCloud’s vp of
global music marketing, on What’s Trending
Up in His World
What music industry trend has defined
the first half of 2022?
Democratization of the industry and putting the power in the hands of artists; simply
meaning an artist has more choice and control in who and how they want to work with
someone to build and grow their career. It’s
amazing to see new tools and solutions being developed every day around artist needs
that they can use to to grow their careers on
their own terms, and be successful in their

journey from user-centric streaming models
to tools and platforms for artists to share
and market their work themselves.
Additionally, technology has completely
upended the industry status quo by breaking
down the barrier between artists and fans.
Today, we are in an environment where
nothing separates the artist from the fan as
they can share, connect and engage directly.
We are in the age of the fan economy and
the industry is recognizing the power and
influence of fandom — finding engaged fan
bases and then being able to follow, develop,
and reach them.
Are there any songs, artists or genres
you’re keeping an eye on that you think
will be in greater demand in the near
future?
On the platform, we’re able to see the
birth of new communities and the rise in
their engagement with other artists and
fans as they grow in real-time. One that I
have my eye on is the rising hip-hop “plugg”
scene that first originated within tightknit communities in Atlanta. Artists in and
around the scene like BabySantana, Sojabrat,
Bear1Boss and Bktherula are ushering in
a new wave of hip-hop and inspiring new
plugg-influenced subgenres and micro-communities that are popping off on SoundCloud and set to be what’s next in music.
Methods of music consumption have
changed greatly over the course of the
streaming era, let alone the past few
years. What’s one way you’d like to see
them continue to evolve?
Artists can find major success when they
leverage the right platform at the right time
in the right way. I’d like to see more active
and intentional listening and deeper realtime engagement between artists and fans.
Deeper engagement opportunities make interactions mean something more than they
ever have before, by building innovative,
integrated ecosystems to drive the artist-fan
relationship across multiple touchpoints.
This includes opening up channels for commercial opportunities outside of the album
or single cycle, like exclusive content, merch
or tickets — making direct interaction no
longer only about amassing streams, but
creating additional avenues for creators who
might not otherwise be able to live off of

their craft.
Fill in the blank: in the second half of
2022, everyone in music will be talking
about ______________.
New ways for artists to rise up in the
industry through creative, custom partnerships. In my experience leading music and
brand marketing at Nike and Red Bull, I’ve
seen how the right artist partnership can
introduce artists to new, massive global
audiences and open up new opportunities
for them to catapult their careers. At SoundCloud, we’re partnering directly with artists,
indie players, including labels and artist services companies, to bring the best possible,
bespoke solution for artists to take the next
step in their journey in a way that makes the
most sense for them. The industry is embracing these new kinds of nontraditional
partnerships now more than ever. — J.L.
Trending Back Then: Jimmy Eat World
Reach the “Middle” of the Mainstream
At the turn of the 21st century, emo was
gaining cultural capital as one of the most
vital strains of rock music coming out of the
Midwest and tri-state areas, even though
it had yet to make much of a mainstream
breakthrough. But it just took some time
for a quartet from Mesa, Arizona, to make
a crossover banger so undeniable that pop
audiences couldn’t ignore it: Jimmy Eat
World’s 2002 smash “The Middle,” which
applied the heartfelt vocals and cathartic
guitars that characterized the genre to a
universally accessible anthem of preservation and individuality. Paired with a clichéinverting video that took over MTV, the
song took over top 40 radio and raced up the
Billboard Hot 100 – peaking at No. 5 on the
chart dated June 22 – marking emo’s first
true pop breakout hit, though far from the
last. — A.U.
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Spotify Wants
to Help You Find
Local Shows
BY ELIAS LEIGHT

O

n Thursday (June 23), Spotify
launched a set of new features
focused on making it easier for
listeners to find artists’ upcoming tour dates in the app.
“Our goal is to ensure that fans are aware
of all of the upcoming events by the creators
they love and the creators they may come to
love,” René Volker, Spotify’s senior director of live events, said in a blog post. “We
believe if we get that right, then we can get
more fans to more shows and help artists
and venues have better-filled rooms.”
The streaming service partnered with a
number of the most prominent live events
companies, including Ticketmaster, AXS,
DICE, See Tickets and Eventbrite, among
others, to help bring their new Live Events
Feed to life. Those partners’ trove of information on upcoming concerts, combined
with the streaming platform’s internal
listening data, allows Spotify to provide
users with a personalized selection of local
shows. “Spotify now has most of the world’s
concerts listed on-platform in our major
markets,” Volker noted.
In addition, fans will be able to see an
artist’s upcoming shows in the app as they
listen. “With this feature, we hope to make
concert discovery much easier and more
seamless for fans, making them aware of
relevant shows right when they are at their
most engaged,” Volker said.
On top of that, Spotify “built a new messaging tool to provide fans with personalized recommendations for upcoming live
events based on their listening habits,” according to Sam Sheridan, product manager
for live events discovery. Listeners have control over their own notification preferences.
While the new features are intended
to help the live music industry as it roars
back to life after the pandemic, they also
help Spotify: A representative confirmed

to Billboard that the streaming platform will
receive an affiliate commission on its show
recommendations. The company declined
to disclose other details about partnerships
related to the Live Events Feed.
In addition, at a time when everyone is
fighting for users’ attention, adding the ability to locate shows within Spotify helps keep
users on the platform for longer.
“One of the key behaviors we see is that
fans engage with artists on-platform, but
then they leave to search for listings online
or to even follow artists on social media for
the sole purpose of staying on top of their
events,” Sheridan said in the same blog post.
“We think the Live Events Feed is an opportunity to help close this loop.”

Music Direct’s Jim
Davis and Partners
to Open Vinyl
Pressing Plant
Next Year
BY LYNDSEY HAVENS

C

ome 2023, Southern California
will welcome a state-of-the-art
pressing plant with Fidelity
Record Pressing, Billboard can
exclusively announce.
Constructed from the ground up in
Oxnard, Fidelity aims to be the country’s
“premier vinyl production facility,” according to a release. To deliver on that promise,
the plant’s co-owners Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab and Music Direct’s Jim Davis partnered with vinyl engineers Rick and Edward
Hashimoto, a father and son team with over
60 collective years of experience pressing
vinyl.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab is a Californiabased label specializing in the production
of reissued vinyl LPs among other physical
formats and is owned by Music Direct, the
world’s largest online retailer of high-end
audio and audiophile music and accessories.
Fidelity will become the future production

home of all Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab vinyl
releases.
As vinyl production continues to face delays and plants experience continued backlogs, Fidelity “is strictly focused on quality –
not quantity,” according to the release. “The
biggest opportunity is the increased capacity
for our related record label, Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab,” Davis tells Billboard. “It’s been
frustrating watching demand far outpace
our ability to deliver records to our customers … The expanded capacity will enable us
to issue records that aren’t just the standard classic rock and jazz for which we are
known.” Davis says “a good starting goal” for
Fidelity is to press 2 million LPs annually,
“working up to as much as 12 million LPs
per year based on the size of our facility.”
“Conversations about opening a new
record pressing facility started mid-2020
when it became apparent that demand for
vinyl was far exceeding capacity,” continues Davis. “My partners and I viewed this
not just as an opportunity to capitalize on
a growing music sector, but also to advance
the quality standards for vinyl.”
He says the biggest challenge has been coordinating the acquisition of record presses
and their required infrastructure, especially
in a supply-chain-challenged environment.
Fidelity will open with eight presses, all
of which are manufactured by Nashville’s
Record Pressing Machines.
According to the release, the hydraulic
presses mechanically mirror presses from
the 1960s, but with the addition of more
innovative operational controls. “Fidelity’s
blend of the finest of older, proven technology and new, enhanced methods — combined
with the staff’s intelligence, skill, care, and
ingenuity — make it distinct from any other
U.S. pressing plant,” the release states.
At a time when more plants are popping
up across the country – and when the vinyl
format continues to grow in eye-popping
popularity – Davis says there are really two
misconceptions about opening a new pressing facility: “[That] it can’t be done without
experienced record-pressing veterans,” he
says, “and they are hard to find.”
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Lil Tjay Shot
During Robbery
Attempt, Suspect
Arrested
BY GIL KAUFMAN

L

il Tjay was shot several times
during what authorities said was
a botched robbery attempt early
Wednesday morning (June 23).
According to a press statement from the
Bergen County Prosecutor’s Office, the
21-year-old New York MC (born Tione
Jayden Merritt) was struck multiple times
in the incident on a shopping promenade in
Edgewater, N.J., in what prosecutors called
an attempted robbery of the rapper and two
of his friends.
“Just after midnight, on Wednesday, June
22, 2022, the Edgewater Police Department
received multiple 911 calls reporting shots
fired in the area of 14 The Promenade in
Edgewater, NJ,” read the release. “Upon
their arrival to the area, officers found
21-year-old Tione ‘Lil TJay’ Merritt with
multiple gunshot wounds and Antoine Boyd
with a single gunshot wound.”
New York resident Mohamed Konate,
27, was arrested and charged with three
counts of first-degree attempted murder,
three counts of first-degree armed robbery,
second-degree possession of a weapon for
an unlawful purpose, second-degree unlawful possession of a weapon, second-degree
certain persons not to possess a firearm, and
fourth-degree aggravated assault.
Konate is accused of shooting at Tjay,
as well as his friends Jeffrey Valdez, 24,
and Boyd, 22, who was also injured in the
incident. Both Valdez and Boyd were also
arrested following the shooting on seconddegree unlawful possession of a weapon,
and are being held in Bergen County Jail.
Konate was arrested by detectives from
the Bergen County Prosecutor’s Office, and
NYPD and is awaiting extradition to New
Jersey.
On Tuesday night, Tjay reportedly posted

a since-deleted Instagram Story in which
he said, “Just because you’ve been around
a person doesn’t make you entitled to the
fruits of that persons labor. Envy Is At An All
Time High Be Safe Otchea.” At press time,
the extent of Lil Tjay’s injuries were unclear
and a spokesperson told Billboard that no
additional information was available about
his condition.
Back in April, Tjay’s “In My Head” debuted at No. 33 on the Billboard Hot 100,
falling short of matching his previous chart
peak at No. 3 with “Calling My Phone”
with 6LACK.

SiriusXM’s Senior
Director, Country
Programming JR
Schumann to Exit
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

J

R Schumann, senior director of country programming at SiriusXM, will
exit his role July 15, the company has
announced. SiriusXM’s vp, programming, Darrin Smith, will then oversee those
channels on an interim basis.
“After almost seven years, I’ve decided to
leave SiriusXM and pursue other opportunities and adventures,” Schumann said in a
statement. “I’m beyond proud of everything
my team and I have accomplished and wish
everyone at SiriusXM nothing but continued success.”
Schumann joined SiriusXM in December 2015, and his role included overseeing
SiriusXM’s country and Christian programming, as well as the Elvis Radio channel.
Prior to his role at SiriusXM, Schumann
served as operations manager for Cumulus
Media’s Dallas stations, as well as program
director duties for country stations KSCS
and KPLX. Prior to joining Cumulus in
2014, Schumann held programming roles
including time at WWKA Orlando, Fla.;
KYKX Tyler, Texas; and KIXB El Dorado,
Ark. He has also worked in on-air positions
at WZZK Birmingham, Ala., and KIXX

Victoria, Texas.
Over the past few years, SiriusXM has
made larger commitments to the country music format, including the launch of
Women of Country as a full-time streaming
channel on the SXM app after limited runs
in 2020 and 2021. This month, they also
launched the limited engagement channel
Country Pride.
Other channel launches on the SXM app
include Highway Top Hits, Prime Country
’80s Hits, Prime Country Deep Cuts, Highway on the Horizon, Prime Country Party,
Highway Just Music, ’90s to Now Country
Hits, Prime Country Top 100, Country Classic Mix, Today’s Country BBQ and Country
& Pop Party.

Universal Music
Launches Media
Platform to Better
Connect Artists
With Brands
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

U

niversal Music Group for Brands
(UMGB) has launched an advanced media and data platform
designed to more easily connect
brands with exclusive UMG artist content,
the company announced Wednesday (June
22).
Called the UMusic Media Network, the
platform will give brands access to UMG’s
inventory of music video content spanning
all leading social platforms as well as UMG
data and insights, allowing them to hypertarget audiences at scale. Content offered
through the network will include official
music videos, songs and lyrics videos, artist
vlogs and lifestyle content from UMGowned platforms including Rebel Labs, Mercury Studios and Polygram Entertainment.
The network will also offer branded content
and partnership opportunities across all of
UMG’s labels and artists.
UMGB claims to boast tens of thousands
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of hours of video content and over 4 trillion
minutes of UMG content on YouTube. Its
consolidated digital properties also draw
over 150 million unique visitors every month
across desktop, smartphones and tablets in
the U.S. alone, according to the company.
The UMusic Media Network will be led
by Richard Yaffa, executive vp, global head
of UMGB, and Morgan Buksbaum, senior
vp of media and properties at UMGB. The
platform is fully integrated into UMG’s
global operations, pulling on the resources
of divisions including commercial services
& UMGB; digital strategy; data, e-commerce
and media; and digital rights administration.
The network’s public launch comes on
the heels of a year-long beta program that
UMGB claims has resulted in millions of
views for advertiser content.
“Through this cutting-edge new platform, UMG artists can create destination
programming exclusively for brands, giving
our partners the ability to hyper-target
culturally relevant content where they have
not been able to do before,” said Yaffa in a
statement.
Added Michele Anthony, executive vp at
UMG, “The UMusic Media Network combines the unique collective resources that
only UMG, as the world’s leading musicbased entertainment company can provide
to partners, creating an unrivalled service
that leverages and delivers the reach, power
and influence that great music and artist
content can bring, while creating value for
our artists, labels and our partners.”

Suge Knight
Wrongful Death
Case Ends in
Mistrial

The jurors were deadlocked seven to five
in favor of the plaintiffs, the Los Angeles
Times reports. Their inability to come to a
conclusion led to the mistrial decision.
The case stems from an incident on the
set of the 2015 film Straight Outta Compton involving Knight and two men, Terry
Carter and Cle “Bone” Sloan. The men
reportedly got into a dispute, which resulted
in Knight striking the two men with his
truck and killing Carter.
Carter’s widow, Lillian Carter, and his
two daughters, Crystal and Nekaya, attended each day of the trial and told Rolling
Stone that they plan to bring the case again.
“It’s unfortunate, but the jury worked very
hard. It feels good to know we were the
majority,” Crystal said. “We look forward to
trying the case again to get victory for my
dad. To get justice.”
Knight’s lawyer, David Kenner, also
told Rolling Stone that his client, who is
serving 28 years behind bars after pleading
no contest to the voluntary manslaughter of
Carter, was “relieved.” Knight was originally
charged with murder, attempted murder
and hit-and-run after fleeing the scene.
The plea deal calls for Knight to serve 22
years in prison on the voluntary manslaughter count and another six years because it is
a third-strike violation.
“He finally got to tell his side of the story,”
Kenner told Rolling Stone. “He had a viable
defense. This case had two sides to it. Of all
the history of Suge Knight and Death Row,
this was not the case that should have been
utilized to shut him down.”

Vinyl Prices Might
Seem High Today,
But They Were
Worse in 1978

BY RANIA ANIFTOS

A

civil trial in the wrongful death
lawsuit filed against Suge
Knight stemming from a 2015
incident ended in a mistrial on
Wednesday (June 22).

BY GLENN PEOPLES

A

s far as albums go, 1978 was
one for the record books.
The Saturday Night Fever and Grease soundtracks

topped the Billboard 200 album chart for a
combined 36 weeks. Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours, released in 1977, was the No. 1 album
in the U.S. the first two weeks of the year.
Billy Joel’s 52nd Street topped the chart for
the final seven weeks of the year. The Rolling Stone’s Some Girls and Boston’s Don’t
Look Back each topped the chart for two
weeks.
It was also a notable year for another
reason: In 1978, vinyl records were more expensive than any other time since the RIAA
began tracking sales in 1973. That year, the
average retail sale price of a vinyl EP/LP
was $7.32 – equal to $30.18 in today’s dollars when adjusted for inflation. That was
the second-highest vinyl sales year in U.S.
history at 341.3 million units, behind 1977’s
tally of 344 million.
For comparison, the average inflationadjusted EP/LP sale price in 2021 was
$25.19.
The bad news for vinyl lovers is the 1978
record could soon fall. The average EP/LP
sale price will likely rise in 2022 because
pandemic-related supply chain problems
have caused input prices and freight to rise
dramatically. At the same time, manufacturing capacity remains strained even
though new vinyl presses have gone online
in recent years to meet consumers’ growing
appetite for physical records. With strong
demand and tight supply, companies have
little incentive not to raise prices. Universal
Music Group did just that in May when it
raised the wholesale price on 2,400 vinyl
titles — half of them cost $19 or higher. Warner Music Group raised the price on 600
vinyl titles in Oct. 2021.
According to basic economic theory, if
demand for a product increases, prices will
rise until companies increase production.
Then, if supply increases to meet the higher
demand, prices fall back to their previous
level. The results of shifts in both supply
and demand are more units purchased at an
equal or similar equilibrium price.
Vinyl records haven’t always followed the
basic laws of supply and demand, however.
In the ‘70s, as vinyl demand rose, prices
increased, too. From 1973 to 1977, unit sales
grew 22.9% and the inflation-adjusted sale
price rose 5% (49% without adjusting for
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inflation during that period of high inflation
rates). In the decade after unit sales peaked
in 1977, sales volume fell by 69% while the
average inflation-adjusted price dropped
nearly 38% to $17.76 ($7.41 unadjusted).
Vinyl got cheaper as demand plummeted
and consumers purchased more cassettes
and CDs. The average EP/LP sale price hit
an inflation-adjusted low at $11.35 in 1992
with sales of just 2.3 million units (the unadjusted price of $5.87 was the lowest since
1974). U.S. consumers bought 407.5 million
CDs that year, surpassing the single-year vinyl EP/LP sales record of 344 million units
set in 1977.
Today’s vinyl buyer might feel pinched,
but inflation-adjusted vinyl prices haven’t
risen much since unit sales bottomed out at
900,000 in 2006. As manufacturing capacity increased dramatically, sales increased
more than 44 times to 39.7 million units in
2021. Without adjusting for inflation, the
average EP/LP sale price rose 44.4% from
$17.44 in 2006 — but factoring in inflation
that’s up just 7.4% from $23.44 in 2006 to
$25.19 in 2021.

New Around
the World: BTS
Extends Global
No. 1 Record With
‘Yet to Come’
BY ERIC FRANKENBERG

O

nce again, BTS has released
new material and shot it straight
to the top of the global charts.
“Yet to Come” debuts at No. 1 on
the Billboard Global Excl. U.S. chart, while
arriving at No. 2 on the Billboard Global
200.
BTS banks its latest impressive arrival –
“My Universe,” with Coldplay, debuted at
No. 1 on both lists on the Oct. 9, 2021-dated
lists. Last summer, “Permission to Dance”
and “Butter” entered atop each ranking simultaneously. And stretching back to 2020,

“Life Goes On” immediately claimed the top
spot following the release of BE.
Including “Dynamite,” BTS now has
six No. 1s on the Global Excl. U.S., matching their mark on the Global 200, which
includes a week on top for “Savage Love,”
the group’s collaboration with New Zealand’s Jawsh 685 and Jason Derulo. That’s
more chart-toppers than any other act on
both lists, and not by a small amount.
No other artist has claimed more than
two No. 1s on either global chart. Olivia
Rodrigo has two on the Global 200 with
“Driver’s License” (eight weeks) and “Good
4 U” (six), while Justin Bieber has hit the
top twice on both lists, with “Peaches,”
with Daniel Caesar and Giveon (two weeks
Global 200; five weeks Global Excl. U.S.) and
“Stay,” with The Kid Laroi (11; nine).
Beyond its newest No. 1, the South Korean
septet floods the global charts with additional debuts from Proof, a three-disc anthology collection released on June 10. “Run
BTS” enters at No. 8 on Global Excl. U.S.
and No. 12 on the Global 200; “For Youth”
at Nos. 21 and 30, respectively; and “Born
Singer” at Nos. 31 and 36.
That bumps BTS’ total catalog of global
chart hits to 19 on the former chart and 16
on the latter, dating back to the lists’ launch
in September 2020.
The four new tracks combined for 183.5
million streams worldwide in the week
ending June 16, according to Luminate.
Each song derived 86-90% of its clicks from
outside the U.S., lining up perfectly with
the act’s older charting songs. “Butter” and
“Dynamite,” both returning to the top 40 of
Global Excl. U.S., sport international shares
of 88% and 87% in the latest tracking week.
“Yet to Come” leads the new material on
Billboard’s Hits of the World chart, topping
lists in the Philippines and South Korea,
while hitting the top 10 in Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and
Taiwan. Interestingly, while the other three
songs follow in the Philippines and Malaysia, “Yet” is the group’s only debut (and first
charting song since the chart’s premiere in
February) in its native South Korea.

Mexican Indie
AfinArte Expands
Into Urban Realm
With ArteFino
Music
BY GRISELDA FLORES

R

egional Mexican music indie label AfinArte — home to
chart-topping artists El Fantasma and Los Dos Carnales — announced today (June 23) the launch of their
new urban label, ArteFino Music.
The new venture — which will be headquartered in Medellín, Colombia — has been
in the works for two years, which is when
AfinArte’s CEO and founder, Luis Sánchez,
initially proposed the idea to his team.
“The urban movement is so strong and
has remained that way for many years so I
thought, there’s something there,” the executive tells Billboard. “Music is music. You
work it the same, but, most importantly, you
have a good team behind it. We are dreamers and we’re people who go after those
dreams.”
ArteFino comes nearly 10 years since the
launch of AfinArte, which is led by Luis and
his brother Eddie Sánchez, who serves as
president of the label. Since then, AfinArte
has become a powerhouse in the regional
Mexican world with other marquee clients
such as Voz de Mando and Adriana Rios.
Now, with ArteFino, Luis and his team
plan to make a splash in the urbano space
signing emerging artists from Colombia,
Venezuela and Puerto Rico. But timing and
finding the right people to join him on this
adventure were everything for this launch,
he says, which is why it took two years in
the making.
“Being Mexican and trying to go into
Colombia and all these big countries that are
big in the urban world, I was like how do we
just go in there? That was the million-dollar
question for me.” It wasn’t until he met Arturo Muñoz in Colombia that he under-
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stood it was now or never. “When I met him
I was like, he’s the guy. He was the missing
piece of the puzzle.”
“When I was first approached by the team
I was like, this sounds crazy,” says Muñoz,
ArteFino’s A&R director. Formerly, he managed ChocQuibTown and was label manager
at EMI. “I agreed to meet with them and I
was surprised at how strategic they are and
that’s when I realized, a job well done has
no genre. A person who works well, works
well anywhere. I’ve seen what they’ve done
with their artists El Fantasma and Los Dos
Carnales and it’s impeccable.”
After meeting up and agreeing to work
together on this new venture, earlier this
year they set up a camp in Colombia where
they brought together 11 up-and-coming
urban acts from all over Latin America. And
it wouldn’t be just a songwriting camp, the
artists would write, produce and perform
what they created during their time there.
“Everyone can sing well with the right
technology, but we wanted to see them
perform, see their energy and onstage
personality, that’s something they can’t hide.
We set up a stage in the middle of the house
we rented and they’d perform live in front
of us with professional lights and all. That
was our initial strategy,” adds Muñoz. “What
excites me the most is that Luis didn’t want
to sign artists that were already established,
he wanted to start these artists from scratch.
It’s really exciting to see an artist grow.”
New signees include Fifty and Robbie
Vida. The first release via ArteFino is set
for July 8 when Fifty drops his new track,
“6:AM.”
Regional Mexican labels launching an
urban label is unorthodox, but the challenge
of it all is what keeps Luis going.
“A few years ago, I went with my compadre [Jorge Gaxiola], who is Voz de Mando’s
lead singer, to a few meetings with other labels after their contract ended,” Luis shares.
“But then I told him, ‘let’s have a meeting
where you give me your point of view as an
artist and I’ll give you my point of view as
an entrepreneur.’ So he gave me a few notes
on what he didn’t like from the industry. We
opened AfinArte with everything he said in
mind. His input was invaluable and that’s
why things have worked out for us. We’ve

been at this for a long time. I may be a crazy
Mexican but I’m ready to compete with
other urban labels.”
In addition to Luis and Muñoz, ArteFino’s
team includes Ivan Sandoval (EVP of operations), Maria Inés Sánchez (marketing
director), Ana Luisa Sosa (label manager)
and Dennise Angulo (PR manager).

James Rado,
Who Co-Created
Groundbreaking
Broadway Musical
‘Hair,’ Dies at 90
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

J

ames Rado, co-creator of the groundbreaking hippie musical Hair, which
celebrated protest, pot and free love
and paved the way for the sound of
rock on Broadway, has died. He was 90.
Rado died Tuesday night in New York
City of cardio respiratory arrest, according
to friend and publicist Merle Frimark.
Hair, which has a story and lyrics by
Rado and Gerome Ragni and music by Galt
MacDermot, was the first rock musical
on Broadway, the first Broadway show to
feature full nudity and the first to feature a
same-sex kiss.
Rado was the last survivor of the three
collaborators. Ragni died in 1991 at age 55;
MacDermot died in 2018 at age 89.
Tributes came in from VIPs in the theater
world, including André De Shields, who
tweeted “Rest in power, James Rado,” and
playwright Michael R. Jackson, whose A
Strange Loop just won the Tony Award
for best new musical. He tweeted “rest in
peace.”
Hair made possible other rock musicals
like Jesus Christ Superstar and Rent.
The so-called “American tribal love-rock
musical,” had its world premiere at the Public Theater in New York City’s East Village
in 1967 and transferred the following year to
Broadway, where the musical ran more than

1,800 performances. Rado played Claude, a
young man about to be drafted and sent to
the war in Vietnam.
Clive Barnes, theater critic for The New
York Times, called the show “the first
Broadway musical in some time to have the
authentic voice of today rather than the day
before yesterday.” The New York Post said it
had “unintentional charm,” contagious high
spirits and a “young zestfulness” that “make
it difficult to resist.” Variety, however, called
it “loony.”
It lost the Tony in 1969 to the more traditional 1776 but won the Grammy Award
for musical theater album. The show was
revived on Broadway in 1977 and again in
2009, when it won the best revival Tony. It
was made into a movie directed by Milos
Forman in 1979 starring Treat Williams and
Beverly D’Angelo.
The Hair Broadway cast album spawned
four top five singles on the Billboard Hot
100, including the No. 1 hit “Aquarius/Let
the Sunshine In” by The 5th Dimension,
which won the Grammys for record of the
year and best pop vocal performance by a
group in 1970. Others included “Hair” by
The Cowsills, “Good Morning, Starshine”
by the singer Oliver and “Easy to Be Hard”
by Three Dog Night. The cast album itself
stayed at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 for 13
weeks
Hair tells the story of Claude and Berger,
best buddies who find freedom in the late
1960s. Between draft-card burnings, loveins, bad LSD trips and a parade of protest
marches, the two wander through a New
York filled with flower children, druggedout hippies and outraged tourists who don’t
approve of the wild goings-on. In one song,
Claude poignantly sings, “Why do I live,
why do I die, tell me where do I go, tell me
why.”
Will Swenson, who played Berger
in Hair in the 2009 revival, on Twitter called
Rado a “crazy, wonderful psychedelic visionary” and said his show ”changed my life.
The tribe is forever.”
The show is playful and chaotic, but
there’s also a sense of outrage in its protests
against war, racism, sexism, pollution and
the general hypocrisy of an era dominated
by the American involvement in Vietnam.
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“I’d still like Hair to be about what it
was about then,” Rado told The Associated
Press in 1993. “Hair had a spiritual message,
and it has a mystical message I hope is coming through — there’s more to life than the
way it’s been devised for us, explained to us,
taught to us.”
The songs of Hair have been used in
everything from the films Forrest Gump,
Minions and The 40-Year-Old Virgin to
TV shows like Glee, So You Think You Can
Dance and My Name Is Earl. Billboard lists
“Aquarius/Let the Sunshine In” at No. 81 on
the Greatest of All Time Hot 100 Songs.
Some stars who had roles in Hair include
Diane Keaton, Joe Mantegna, Meat Loaf,
Keith Carradine, Donna Summer, Tim
Curry, Elaine Paige and David Patrick Kelly
and Charlayne Woodard.
At one point there were 14 companies
running simultaneously all over the globe,
including a London production which ran
for nearly 2,000 performances.
In 2019, the original 1968 Broadway cast
recording was inducted into the National
Recording Registry of the Library of Congress. Librarian of Congress Carla Hayden
deemed “these aural treasures worthy of
preservation because of their cultural,
historic and aesthetic importance to the nation’s recorded sound heritage.”
Rado was born in Venice, Calif., and
raised in Rochester, N.Y., and Washington,
D.C. After serving two years in the U.S. Navy,
he moved to New York and studied acting
with Paula and Lee Strasberg.
Rado was part of the ensemble of the
Broadway play Marathon ’33 in 1963 and
played Richard Lionheart in The Lion
in Winter in 1966 opposite Christopher
Walken. He met Ragni when he was cast in
the off-Broadway musical Hang Down Your
Head and Die.
The two were interested in birthing a
new kind of show and focused on the hippie
scene. They wrote the script while sharing an apartment in Hoboken, New Jersey.
Rado originated the Hair role of the draftee
Claude on Broadway.
Hair met resistance across the country.
In addition to the use of four-letter words,
the flouting of authority, sexual references
and gross-out humor, the end of Act 1 had

the entire cast strip naked to “Where Do I
Go” and there was what many believed was
desecration of the American flag.
There were church pickets in Evansville,
Ind. Municipal officials in Chattanooga,
Tenn., denied a request to stage the show,
determining that it would not be “in the
best interest of the community.” In Denver,
police threatened to arrest anyone who
appeared nude onstage. A Boston visit was
challenged in court on the basis of flag
desecration.
The original Public Theater production
had cut the nude scene, but the creators
wanted it back for the Broadway debut.
Under the law at that time, New York City
allowed nudity onstage onstage as long as
the actors weren’t moving, which is why the
whole cast of Hair stood together in a row,
nude and perfectly still.
After Hair, Rado wrote the music and
lyrics of the off-Broadway show Rainbow,
co-authoring the book with his brother,
Ted Rado. He later teamed up with Ragni to
create the book and lyrics for the show Sun.
Ragni died in 1991. Rado wrote a new show
called American Soldier with his brother.
In 2009, Rado, MacDermot and Ragni
were inducted into the Songwriters Hall of
Fame. Marilyn McCoo and Billy Davis Jr.,
of the group The Fifth Dimension, were
joined onstage by the Broadway cast at the
time for a finale that brought the ceremony’s
approximately 1,000 guests to their feet.
MacDermot died in 2018.
Rado told the Hudson Reporter in 2009
that none of the show’s creators anticipated
that it would have such an enormous impact. “We thought we’d stumbled on a great
idea, and something that potentially could
be a hit on Broadway, never thinking of the
distant future.”
He is survived by his brother Ted Rado,
sister-in-law Kay Rado, nieces Melanie
Khoury, Emily DiBona and Melissa Stuart,
great-nieces and a great-nephew.

Latin Artist on
the Rise: Meet
Ryan Castro, From
Singing in Buses
to Breakthrough
Star
BY JESSICA ROIZ

O

n TikTok, Ryan Castro’s “Mujeriego” sound has nearly two
million video creations. People
of all ages and parts of the world
have connected with the vibrant merengue
fusion that ultimately put Castro on the
map. But 14 years ago, he was singing in local buses trying to make a living for himself.
“My story begins in my humble barrio of
Pedregal (located in northern Medellín),”
Castro tells Billboard. “Since I didn’t have
enough resources for my studies, I began
singing at bus stops and on the buses. That’s
how I was able to buy my own clothes and
support my household.”
A dreamer who was highly influenced
by hip-hop biopics, such as Eminem’s 8
Mile and 50 Cents’ Get Rich or Die Tryin,’
Castro said his first supporters were his
friends from el barrio, who baptized him as
their very own “cantante del ghetto” (singer
from the ghetto).
His strategy back in the day consisted of
uploading his music to YouTube and SoundCloud with no actual marketing plan. As his
music got around locally, he landed on the
radar of renowned Colombian artist Kevin
Roldan, who he credits as being the first
artist to “support my music and be involved
in my project.”
It was then, about four years ago, that
he decided to take his music career seriously and built a team. Now, with a strategic
plan behind all of his releases, Castro has
positioned his music internationally, with
singles such as “Mujeriego” and “Jordan”
entering both the Billboard Global 200 and
Global Excl. U.S. charts.
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“‘Jordan’ is the song that everyone identifies me with,” he elaborates. “I feel it’s my
biggest hit because it relates to urban street
fashion and my personal flow. ‘Mujeriego,’
on the other hand, shows my versatile and
explorative side. A lot of artists are criticized
for taking the risk of doing other genres but
I’ve gotten a lot of support from even the
biggest merengue artists.”
Castro’s career has catapulted within
the last year or so, not only establishing a
friendship with Karol G but also opening up
her “Bichota” show at the Estadio Atanasio
Girardot in Medellín and nabbing the 2022
Heat Latin Music Award for best new artist.
He’s also a two-time nominee at the forthcoming Premios Juventud for best male
artist of the new generation and best social
dance challenge for “Jordan.” In August, he
will continue with his first-ever U.S. tour,
presented by BC Management, already made
successful pit stops in Miami, West Palm
Beach, and Orlando.
As for an artist who derives from the barrios in Medallo and is Colombia’s breakthrough star of the moment, Castro owes it
all to two things: dedication and support:
“It’s the discipline I’ve had with my career,”
he notes. “I work on the daily for my projects, dreams, and fans. I believe it’s a team
effort of my audience and Ryan Castro as an
artist.”
Learn more about this month’s Billboard Latin Artist on the Rise below:
Name: Bryan Castro
Age: 28
Recommended song: “Jordan”
What’s one thing we should know
about the music scene in Medellín? “There’s a lot of talent in the streets of
Colombia. So many of them don’t even have
social media or have the desire to become
famous but they are very good singers and
producers. I want people to know that
emerging artists in the country are working
hard with a lot of love and respect. There’s
no war between the artists, on the contrary,
we’re united, collaborating together so that
the genre in our country can grow. I know
one day they’ll have the same opportunities
as I do.”
Major accomplishment: “I would have
to say both of my tours in the U.S. and

Europe. It’s so important for me to take my
music outside of Colombia.”
What’s next: “I’m working on my first
album called ‘El Cantante del Ghetto.’ I want
it to have a lot of collaborations, especially
with artists I grew up listening to. I’m putting a lot of love into it and I hope it marks
the beginning of many beautiful things in
my career.”

Dua Lipa Sued
(Again) for Posting
Paparazzi Photos
of Herself to
Instagram
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

D

ua Lipa is being sued for posting
paparazzi photos of herself to
Instagram for the second time in
a year, according to court documents filed in U.S. District Court in California. This time, a New York-based photographer named Robert Barbera is claiming the
singer committed copyright infringement
after posting photos he took of her in July
2018 to the social media platform.
“Without permission or authorization from Plaintiff, Defendant volitionally
selected, copied, stored and displayed each
of Plaintiff’s copyright protected Photographs,” the complaint, written by attorney Craig Sanders, reads. The photos in
question, which were also taken in July 2018
and attached as an exhibit to the suit, show
Lipa wearing a black sweater bearing the
word “HEROES” in large capital letters.
As in the prior suit, which was brought
by a company called Integral Images, Barbera claims that because Lipa uses her Instagram account to advertise her music and
brand and promote her business interests,
she financially benefitted from posting his
copyrighted photos there and harmed the
“potential market” for them.
“Upon information and belief, the Infringements increased traffic to the Account

and, in turn, caused Defendant to realize an
increase in the revenues generated via Defendant’s promotional events and the sale of
Defendant’s musical works,” the complaint
reads.
Barbera further alleges that after discovering the photos on Lipa’s Instagram account in June 2019, he attempted to resolve
the matter outside the courts but that “communication slowed and eventually stopped”
after she was provided with a draft copy
of the complaint. The images were subsequently removed from her account.
Barbera is requesting actual damages and
a disgorgement of all profits attributable to
the infringing activity, an order enjoining
Lipa from infringing any of his other works,
costs of the suit and pre-judgment interest.
Representatives for Lipa and Barbera
did not immediately respond to Billboard‘s
requests for comment.
Barbera has a history of bringing suit
against celebrities for posting his photos
to their social accounts. In May 2019, he
sued Ariana Grande for posting photos
he took of her to Instagram, and followed
up with a second, similar lawsuit against
the singer in January 2020; both cases
were later dismissed. In October 2019, he
sued Justin Bieber for the same reason in a
case that was quickly settled out of court.
The Integral Images lawsuit against Dua
Lipa was dismissed with prejudice – meaning
the claim cannot be refiled – in October.
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The Deals:
NKOTB Signs
With Epic Rights;
Cloud Village
Partners With SM
Entertainment
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

N

ew Kids on the Block (NKOTB)
appointed Epic Rights as the
group’s global licensing agent to
develop a merchandise program
worldwide. Starting this year through 2024,
Epic Rights, which was acquired by Universal Music Group’s merchandising and brand
management arm Bravado in 2019, will develop a licensing program for NKOTB across
categories including apparel, footwear,
accessories, gaming, spirits, home décor and
collectibles. The initial product launch for
some categories will arrive during the 2022
holiday season.
Chinese streaming service provider Cloud Village struck a digital music
distribution licensing partnership with
South Korean entertainment group SM
Entertainment. Under the deal, NetEase
Cloud Music has the right to distribute SM
Entertainment’s music catalog, which consists of K-Pop artists such as KANGTA, BoA,
TVXQ!, SUPER JUNIOR, Girls’ Generation,
SHINee, EXO, Red Velvet, NCT and aespa;
the two companies will also work together
to jointly promote Korean music and artists.
Authentic Artists closed a strategic funding round from Warner Music
Group, Crush Ventures (the investment
arm of Crush Music), the founders of Nike’s
RTFKT and The Sandbox co-founder Sebastien Borget. The money will be used
to ramp up the development of Authentic’s
AI-driven metaverse music platform, build
its WarpSound music brand and more.
Three Six Zero partnered with UK management company Palm Artists. Through
the deal, Palm Artists will join Three Six

Zero’s international management and
entertainment business, while its managing
director, Greg Burnell, will bring his clients
and management team in-house and take
a partner position at the company. Palms
Artists’ roster includes Gorgon City, Sonny
Fodera, Piri & Tommy, Biscits, Adelphi Music Factory, Meg Ward and SURYA SEN.
Brytiago signed an exclusive global deal
with ONErpm to continue propelling his
international career. Under the agreement,
the global music solutions company will also
help develop the emerging acts signed to
Brytiago’s indie label Business Music. “I am
grateful for the trust they have placed in me
and my music, for their good vibes with the
project, and for the creativity they bring to
the table,” the Puerto Rican artist expressed
in a statement. “I’m anxious because there
is a lot of good music coming and I know
that both ONErpm and my team – Juanki
Gomez, Manu, Ecua, and the rest of the
team – are going to do great things with all
the magic.” Brytiago kicked off his career
in 2018, when he initially signed to Daddy
Yankee’s label Cartel Records. He’s known
for hits such as “Controla,” “High” and
“Asesina,” which hit the Top 10 on the Billboard Hot Latin Songs chart in 2018. – Jessica Roiz
Independent podcast company Acast signed an agreement
with Meta that will allow creators using the
podcast subscription offering Acast+ to offer
their listeners entry to subscriber-only Facebook Groups where fans can engage with
each other, interact with podcasters and get
access to exclusive benefits including live
streams, Q&As and special events. The communities will be powered by Facebook’s new
Interoperable Subscriber Group technology.
Ahead of the public launch, several creators,
including Fat Mascara podcast hosts Jessica
Matlin and Jennifer Sullivan, will participate in a testing period to help refine the
technology. The integration will eventually
be available to all podcasters offering an
Acast+ membership.
National entertainment and tech communications firm BECK Media & Marketing acquired Nashville boutique agency Beaucoup Media, which was founded
by Amber Williams-Wright in 2019. The

combined companies will operate under the
BECK Media banner. Additionally, Williams-Wright joined BECK Media as a vp; in
her new role, she will work closely with the
company’s Atlanta office and manage special
projects.
Lovelytheband launched their new
record label, happy accident, in partnership with Vydia. The music tech company
will provide the infrastructure and tools
to power the label, including a full suite of
services such as audio & video supply chain,
global distribution, analytics, rights management and detailed revenue reporting.
Trust Records signed influential hardcore band SSD and will reissue the group’s
long out-of-print 1982 album The Kids Will
Have Their Say (originally released on their
own XClaim label) for the first time ever in
2023. SSD’s original lineup consisted of Al
Barile on guitar, Springa on vocals, Jaime
Sciarappa on bass and Chris Foley on drums.
PNC Bank signed a multi-year deal
with AEG Presents to rename two central
plazas at Fiddler’s Green Amphitheatre in
Greenwood Village, Colorado. PNC will become the amphitheater’s exclusive banking
partner, while the plazas will be renamed
“PNC Plaza North” and “PNC Plaza South”;
the bank’s branding will also be featured
prominently across the venue’s social and
digital channels. PNC will engage Fiddler’s
Green visitors via custom on-site activations
and have the opportunity to collaborate with
the venue on promotional opportunities
over the course of the deal, including with
sweepstakes and premium giveaways.
Venice, California-based Web3 company Vatom partnered with elrow, the
umbrella brand behind a series of immersive
themed live shows that combine electronic
music with “unimaginable scenarios, frenzied performances and outlandish characters,” according to a press release. Under the
deal, Barcelona-based Vatom Europe will
enable personalized fan engagement and
experiences for attendees of elrow shows
both virtually and in-person by integrating
its Web3 technology into elrow’s slate in
Europe and the U.S. Elrow president and
board member Vincenc Marti has also been
named general manager for Vatom Europe.
Toronto-based Canadian electro-pop out-
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fit Dragonette, led by artist and songwriter
Martina Sorbara, signed a global record
deal with BMG to release their forthcoming
studio album.
Warner Music Nashville signed singersongwriter Avery Anna, who released her
breakthrough single “Narcissist” last year.
Anna’s team also includes 33 Creative artist
management and WME.
Singer-songwriter-producer Hailey
Haus signed with Gregg Wattenberg’s Arcade Records, a joint venture with Elektra
Records. Her first release under the deal is
the single “Flavor of the Month.”
Nick Davisson signed with the Erv
Woolsey Co. for management. The singer’s
debut single, “Wild West,” became available
on all platforms Friday (June 17).

Steve Fickinger,
Tony-Winning
‘Dear Evan
Hansen’ Producer,
Dies at 62
BY MIKE BARNES

S

teve Fickinger, who received a
Tony Award for producing the
blockbuster musical Dear Evan
Hansen after helping bring Newsies and The Lion King to Broadway as a
Disney executive, has died. He was 62.
Fickinger died suddenly Friday at his home
in Laguna Beach, his niece Jessica Roy announced.
As director of creative development for
Walt Disney Feature Animation, Fickinger
worked on Mulan, Tarzan and Lilo & Stitch,
then served as vp creative development
for the Disney Theatrical Group, where
he supervised the launch of a half-dozen
Broadway shows, including The Lion
King and Aida.
Fickinger also oversaw the Tony-winning
production of Newsies, the national tour
of High School Musical and the long-running
Broadway production of Aladdin. Following

two decades at Disney, he exited in 2013 and
created FickStern Productions, and its first
endeavor, Dear Evan Hansen, opened on
Broadway in 2016 en route to collecting six
Tonys, including best musical.
The youngest of five children, Steven
Thomas Fickinger was born in Chicago in
1960. He attended New Trier High School
West, where he acted on stage with future
Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel, and then
UCLA. After college, he spent several years
in New York City as a stage actor before returning to the West Coast, where he landed
at Disney.
Fickinger also was the executive producer
of Rock of Ages at The Bourbon Room in
Hollywood. The show starred Nick Cordero, who died after a grueling battle with
COVID-19 in July 2020 at age 41. Fickinger’s
upcoming projects included Live at the Crescendo Club: An Evening With Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan and Pearl Bailey, written
and directed by Seret Scott and produced by
Deniece Williams, his niece said.
He was involved in charities including the
AIDS Walk, the Los Angeles Food Mission
and the Race to Erase MS. Survivors also
include his siblings, Joan, Jan, Michael and
Emily. A funeral will be held in Chicago,
with a memorial service in Los Angeles.
This article originally appeared on The
Hollywood Reporter.

Here’s Why Elvis
Presley’s Hot 100
History Doesn’t
Tell the Full Story
BY GARY TRUST

T

he King has long been royalty on
the Billboard Hot 100, and his
chart success even predates the
survey’s start.
Upon the Friday (June 24) box-office premiere of Elvis, directed by Baz Luhrmann
and starring Austin Butler in the title role,
a look at Elvis Presley‘s achievements
on Billboard‘s signature songs chart reflects

that he earned a combined total of 17 No. 1s
on the Hot 100 and its key predecessor ranking Best Sellers in Stores.
Presley notched 10 No. 1 singles on Best
Sellers in Stores, beginning with “Heartbreak Hotel” in April 1956. He added seven
more No. 1s on the Hot 100, once the tally
premiered in August 1958 (replacing Best
Sellers in Stores and other charts), last leading with “Suspicious Minds” in November
1969.
Despite his career pre-dating the Hot
100’s start, Presley became the first artist to
chart as many as 100 entries on the ranking,
and he held the record for the most charted
Hot 100 titles from late 1964 through early
2011.
The late legendary Presley most recently
appeared on the Hot 100 over the 2020
holiday season, with “Blue Christmas.” First
recorded and released in 1957, the carol
debuted on the Hot 100 during the 2018
holidays, granting Presley his highest rank
on the chart since 1981.
(Notably, as Presley originally broke
through, his impact helped spur the Hot
100’s inception itself, as Seymour Stein, Sire
Records co-founder and Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame enshrinee, recalled of the chart’s
Aug. 4, 1958, origin.)
Here’s a chronological recap of Presley’s
iconic 17 No. 1 singles on the all-genre Best
Sellers in Stores and Hot 100 charts.
Elvis Presley’s No. 1s On:
Best Sellers in Stores
“Heartbreak Hotel,” eight weeks at No. 1,
beginning April 21, 1956
“I Want You, I Need You, I Love You,” one,
July 28, 1956
“Hound Dog”/”Don’t Be Cruel” (doublesided single), 11, Aug. 18, 1956
“Love Me Tender,” five, Nov. 3, 1956
“Too Much,” three, Feb. 9, 1957
“All Shook Up,” eight, April 13, 1957
“(Let Me Be Your) Teddy Bear,” seven, July
8, 1957
“Jailhouse Rock,” seven, Oct. 21, 1957
“Don’t,” five, Feb. 10, 1958
“Hard Headed Woman,” two, July 21, 1958
Billboard Hot 100:
“A Big Hunk O’ Love,” two weeks at No. 1,
beginning Aug. 10, 1959
“Stuck on You,” four, April 25, 1960
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“It’s Now or Never,” five, Aug. 15, 1960
“Are You Lonesome To-night?,” six, Nov. 28,
1960
“Surrender,” two, March 20, 1961
“Good Luck Charm,” two, April 21, 1962
“Suspicious Minds,” one, Nov. 1, 1969 (also
the 75th-anniversary date of the first Billboard issue)
Presley has also scored 10 No. 1s on
the all-genre Billboard 200 albums
chart, from Elvis Presley in May 1956
through Elv1s: 30 #1 Hits in October 2002.
In the list’s history (which dates to March
24, 1956, and is, thus, more inclusive of
Presley’s overall catalog than the Hot 100),
he ranks third among solo males and fourth
among all acts for the most No. 1s, after The
Beatles (19), Jay-Z (14), Bruce Springsteen
and Barbra Streisand (11 each). Drake, Eminem, Taylor Swift and Ye have also achieved
10 Billboard 200 No. 1s each.

Elton John’s
‘Madman Across
the Water’ Reissue
Hits Top 10 on Top
Album Sales
BY KEITH CAULFIELD

E

lton John’s 50th-anniversary
reissue of Madman Across the Water makes a splash on Billboard’s
album charts (dated June 25), as
the set debuts in the top 10 on both Top Album Sales and Vinyl Albums. The set also
arrives on Top Rock Albums and Catalog
Albums, and it charts on the Billboard 200
for the first time in nearly 50 years.
Madman Across the Water was first
released in 1972 and peaked at No. 8 on the
Billboard 200 in February of that year. The
set contained the hit singles “Levon” and
“Tiny Dancer.”
Also in the top 10 on Top Album Sales:
new releases from BTS, Motionless In
White and Carrie Underwood debut,
while Seatbelts’ Cowboy Bebop soundtrack

hits the top 10 for the first time after a vinyl
reissue.
Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart ranks
the top-selling albums of the week based
only on traditional album sales. The chart’s
history dates back to May 25, 1991, the first
week Billboard began tabulating charts with
electronically monitored piece count information from SoundScan, now Luminate.
Pure album sales were the sole measurement utilized by the Billboard 200 albums chart through the list dated Dec. 6,
2014, after which that chart switched to a
methodology that blends album sales with
track equivalent album units and streaming
equivalent album units.
For all chart news, follow @billboard
and @billboardcharts on both Twitter and
Instagram.
Madman Across the Water was reissued
on June 10 in five new configurations – a deluxe digital album, a two-CD set, a four LP
vinyl box set, a super deluxe three-CD/oneblu-ray box set and a single-LP colored vinyl
pressing. All but the latter includes an array
of bonus tracks. All versions of the album,
old and new, are combined for tracking and
charting purposes.
On the 31-year-old Top Album Sales
chart, Madman debuts at No. 8 with 7,000
copies sold in the U.S. in the week ending
June 16, according to Luminate. Of that sum,
vinyl sales comprise 3,000 – enabling its
debut at No. 9 on the Vinyl Albums chart.
The latter list ranks the week’s top-selling
vinyl albums.
Madman also debuts at Top Rock Albums
(No. 16), Catalog Albums (No. 43) and
re-enters the Billboard 200 (No. 115) with
9,000 equivalent album units earned. Madman was last on the Billboard 200 dated
Nov. 11, 1972. (Top Rock Albums and Catalog
Albums rank the week’s most popular rock
releases, and catalog [older] albums of the
week, respectively, by units.)
At No. 1 on Top Album Sales,
BTS’ Proof scores the year’s second-largest
sales week, arriving with 266,000 copies
sold. Harry Styles’ former No. 1 Harry’s
House is a non-mover at No. 2 with 26,000
sold (down 22%).
Rock band Motionless In White sees its
new studio album Scoring the End of the

World debut at No. 3 – the band’s highestcharting set yet on Top Album Sales. The
effort launches with the group’s secondlargest sales week ever: 23,000 sold. At
No. 4, Carrie Underwood’s latest studio
release, Denim & Rhinestones, starts with
22,000 sold.
SEVENTEEN’s 4th Album: Face the
Sun falls from No. 1 to No. 5 in its second
week with 17,000 sold (down 59%). TOMORROW X TOGETHER’s chart-topping Minisode 2: Thursday’s Child is steady
at No. 6 with 13,000 (up 17%) and Olivia
Rodrigo’s former leader Sour dips 5-7 with
10,000 (down 29%).
Seatbelts’ soundtrack to Cowboy Bebop hits the top 10 for the first time as the
set re-enters the chart at No. 9 with 7,000
sold (up 10,694%). The album had previously topped out at No. 25 on the Feb. 6,
2021-dated list. The soundtrack surges
back onto the chart following a double-LP
colored vinyl reissue. Effectively all of the
album’s sales for the week were from vinyl
formats, and the set re-enters the Vinyl
Albums chart at new high of No. 3.
Closing out the top 10 on Top Album Sales
is Post Malone’s Twelve Carat Toothache,
which falls 3-10 in its second week with
nearly 7,000 sold (down 69%).
In the week ending June 16, there were
1.961 million albums sold in the U.S. (up
16% compared to the previous week). Of
that sum, physical albums (CDs, vinyl LPs,
cassettes, etc.) comprised 1.589 million
(up 21.3%) and digital albums comprised
372,000 (down 2.4%).
There were 909,000 CD albums sold in
the week ending June 16 (up 41.3% weekover-week) and 670,000 vinyl albums sold
(up 2%). Year-to-date CD album sales stand
at 15.501 million (down 10.9% compared to
the same time frame a year ago) and yearto-date vinyl album sales total 17.638 million
(down 0.2%).
Overall year-to-date album sales total
42.989 million (down 9% compared to the
same year-to-date time frame a year ago).
Year-to-date physical album sales stand at
33.372 million (down 5.3%) and digital album sales total 9.617 million (down 19.7%).
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Maná Returns to
Latin Airplay Top
10 Thanks to ‘Te
Lloré Un Río,’ With
Christian Nodal
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

M

aná is back in the top 10
on Billboard’s Latin Airplay chart for the first time
since 2016, as “Te Lloré Un
Río,” with Christian Nodal, improves 14-6
on the June 25-dated ranking.
“Te Lloré Un Río” ascends with 7.54
million in audience impressions, up 29%,
earned in the U.S. in the week ending June
19, according to Luminate. Maná’s new version of the song returns the group to Latin
Airplay’s upper tier for the first time in over
five years, when the band took over the
throne with “Rayando El Sol,” with Nicky
Jam, for one week in Oct. 2016. The group
has accumulated a total of 18 top 10s dating
back to its first in 1995.
The new version of “Te Lloré Un Río”
with Nodal’s vocals tinted with mariachi
and banda sinaloense sounds, is the sixth
song from Maná’s collaborations project
which launched in 2019. The series has seen
Mana re-record new versions of its older
songs with new guest collaborators Four
out of those have reached Latin Airplay:
“Rayando El Sol,” with Pablo Alborán (No.
33 high, June 2019), “Eres Mi Religión,”
with Joy (No. 33, July 10, 2021), “Mariposa
Traicionera,” with Alejandro Fernández
(No. 47, Feb. 2022), and “Te Lloré Un Rio.”
Maná’s original version of “Te Lloré,”
was released as part of the Mexican group’s Dónde Jugarán Los Niños?,
which was released in 1994 and reached
No. 4 on Top Latin Albums (the band’s
first entry on the list). The track pre-dates
the Latin Airplay list as it launched Nov. 2,
1994. It has since generated 51.4 million U.S.
streams, according to Luminate.
“Te Lloré,” with Nodal, was released Feb.

25 via Warner Latina. It becomes Nodal’s 14
top 10 and his sixth through a collaboration.
Over on Hot Latin Songs, the regional
Mexican-peppered tune also benefits from
its airplay push as it debuts atNo. 50. It’s
Maná’s first visit to the airplay-, digital
sales-, streaming-blended ranking since
2016. The song has generated 8.5 million
streams to date.
Beyond its Latin Airplay top 10 ranking, “Te Lloré” scoots 10-3 on Regional
Mexican Airplay with 45% gain in plays, to
become the largest percentage gain among
the chart’s 40 titles.

Jens Lekman
Explains How
Streaming
Culture, And Joni
Mitchell, Inspired
Him While ReRecording Two
Beloved Albums
BY PEYTON THOMAS

E

arlier this year, Swedish singersongwriter Jens Lekman held a
funeral for his beloved 2007 indiepop LP Night Falls Over Kortedala.
He’d built the record on a foundation of
hundreds of tiny samples, none of which
he’d had the resources to clear.
Still, for 13 years, the record endured, until finally it joined its sibling, 2005’s equally
sample-heavy Oh You’re So Silent Jens, in
the ether. Lekman’s Swiftian solution? Rerecord both albums, and pad these new versions with all kinds of goodies: audio diaries,
covers, and previously unreleased tracks.
On the heels of this month’s physical release of his new records – which he
called, respectively, The Linden Trees Are
Still In Blossom and The Cherry Trees Are
Still in Blossom – Lekman chatted with Bill-

board via Zoom about the re-recording
process, the problem with copyright and his
plans for the future. [Ed. note: this interview
has been condensed for clarity.]
What inspired you to re-record Oh
You’re So Silent Jens and Night Falls Over
Kortedala, and why now?
Legalities. [laughs] The records were
made in such a different time. I was at a very
different point in my career. I wasn’t expecting anyone to really hear the songs. I was
expecting to maybe sell a thousand copies of
each record or something, and then things
just took off.
Oh You’re So Silent Jens was taken down
almost 10 years ago, and Night Falls had to
be buried earlier this year. When Silent was
taken down, I just assumed that things
would continue as normal, and people
would keep trading mixtapes, and the songs
would live on in that way. But then streaming took over and that just made the record
seem like it had never existed in the first
place. There was not even a gap. There was
no void. There was just nothing.
Night Falls is one of those albums I’ve
listened to literally hundreds of times,
but then You’re So Silent hardly at all, just
due to the difficulty of getting a hold of it
legally. Is that a common experience, fans
just not being familiar with this piece of
your catalog?
Yeah. There was a show I did where this
young guy came up afterward and said, “You
know, I love that new song that you played. I
think it was called ‘Black Cab.’” [laughs] And
that made me realize two things: one, that
the record really had ceased to exist, that
people were just so unfamiliar with it, and
two, that the songs worked. The songs still
had quality. They still did their job.
Were there any samples you had to
scrap in this re-recording process that
broke your heart?
On Night Falls, that record contains hundreds of samples. Some of them are tiny. I
spent so much time in that micro-verse, trying to put everything together. So that was
a tricky one to replace. Of course, [for legal
reasons], I can’t really name any particular
samples, but I do miss them. The sampler
was my instrument. It was like I learned to
play the guitar and then all of a sudden they
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said you can’t play a guitar anymore.
How does it feel to let go of a melody
you’ve been singing for so many years?
I think of these records as portals, or
tombstones that lead to the original records.
I want people to understand that these
are not the original records, that these are
reconstructions of them. And I want them to
look up the original records and think about
the time that they were made in, because
I think that it was a very interesting time.
There was another conversation about how
we could mix music, how we could borrow,
how we could use copyright in a different
way that wasn’t all tied up with major labels
and venture capitalists.
It’s depressing to me how everything
just changed so quickly, with regard to the
distribution of music and how we listened
to it. When I was making these records, I
thought a lot about these things. There’s this
song by the German-Brazilian artist Dillon,
who wrote her own song on top of my song
“Pocketful of Money,” which in turn was
based on a song by Beat Happening. It’s just
this beautiful string of songs tied in which
each other. I think we’re missing that today.
Were there any really joyful moments
of recreation? Any songs that you think
came out better or that you were happy
to have the opportunity to re-work?
I think “Maple Leaves” was probably that
song. It was a very difficult song from the
beginning, because the original contains so
many samples, and it has this very particular
sound that comes from the samples. It just
sounds like a train that’s derailing – in a
good way.
So when I was thinking of how to do it, I
came to think of Joni Mitchell’s re-recording of “Both Sides Now.” That seemed to
sum up a lot of the things that I was feeling
and thinking when I was making these
re-issues. That song just hits you so hard
when it’s re-recorded by the 57-year-old
Johi Mitchell instead of the 23-year-old.
It made me feel like I understood what I
was doing. I wanted to give “Maple Leaves”
more emphasis on the bittersweetness of,
at one point, being 23, feeling very confused
about having your heart broken, and feeling
like one day I’m gonna figure it out, and
then being 41 and realizing that it’s still a big

mystery. “I never understood at all” is how
my song ends, and Joni Mitchell’s song ends
with, “It’s love’s illusions I recall/I really
don’t know love at all.”
Do you think that we’ll see more artists
revisiting old work in this manner? Is
that a path forward that you want artists
to take, or would you rather find some
other way to deal with sample ownership?
I’m hoping that we can find a different
way of talking about it. I feel like it’s in the
air. There is more interest in talking about
these things now. But I also feel that there’s
something about re-recording old work that
has seemed forbidden before. When I was
doing it, I liked that it was a bit forbidden. I
liked that it was a bit of a sacrilege. It piqued
my interest, in a way.
We’ve been talking a lot about what
made you recreate these albums and the
broader forces shaping this music. But
I really do want to talk about the music
itself, especially the sequel you wrote
to “A Postcard to Nina” in the form of
“The Linden Trees Are Still in Blossom.”
It’s very tonally different from that
older song, which ends jubilantly with
this refrain of “Don’t let anyone stand
in your way.” Whereas, in 2022, you’re
talking about Orlando, Viktor Orbán, the
anti-gay laws in Russia. You can track a
regression. Can you speak to the difference in the tone of those two songs?
I think of it as a joyous song in many ways.
I think of it as an appreciation of what that
story has meant to me and to other people.
When I released “A Postcard to Nina,” I
got a lot of reactions in certain parts of the
world, which were like, “Didn’t happen,” or,
“She’s not for real.” I mean, who cares these
days? And then I would go to other places in
the world where it’s a whole different situation and have people come up to me saying
they went through the exact same thing or
something similar. I feel like when things
change in one part of the world for the better, it changes for the worse in some other
part of the world. Things are still pretty
grim, I think.
I’m curious about how you selected
“The Linden Trees Are Still in Blossom”
and all these other bonus tracks for each

record. What was that process like?
I think all of them are old recordings.
“A Little Lost” was released in 2007 on an
EP. And there’s a few songs that I found
when I was going through the old tapes and
archives that were almost finished, like “Our
Last Swim in the Ocean,” “When I’m Swimming,” “Eureka.” I found these instrumental
recordings I had gone into a studio and
recorded with various musicians. “Eureka”
was found on an old four-track tape. With
those songs, I remembered how the melody
went and I just recorded the vocals for
them. Other songs, like “Radio Energy,” for
example, were B-sides. “Your Beat Kicks
Back Like Death” was a very popular song at
the shows I did in 2006. I used to start with
that song. I remember playing it in a sports
bar somewhere in Texas and just made all
the regular patrons walk out of the bar.
The problem was that I have so much
material from those days. The majority of it
is, of course, made with samples, so I can’t
release it. And the other songs are not very
good. So don’t worry about it.
I loved the vocal diary entries that are
peppered throughout, especially the one
that opens “The Cherry Trees Are Still
in Blossom.” You’re like, “If I’m dead,
then my CDs are here, and I hope you like
them.” It’s been almost 20 years since you
recorded that message. Are you where
you thought you’d be? What surprises
have those 20 years held for you?
No, I never imagined that I would be here
at this point. I had a job back then – I don’t
know what it’s called in English – but it’s,
it’s a service for people with disabilities or
the elderly. It’s like a taxi service people
who can’t go on public transport. I just envisioned myself staying at that job. I loved that
job. It was great. And then writing songs for
the fun of it.
So, yeah, a lot of stuff has happened
since then, but I also feel like things have
calmed down the last 10 years. When Night
Falls Over Kortedala came out, it felt like
things were blowing up. I used that tool,
Google Trends, once, just to check my name.
[laughs] This is not something that I usually do, but I was just fascinated by it. And
there’s this curve when Night Falls comes
out, and it gets really high. And then [2012
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album] I Know What Love Isn’t comes out,
and it just nosedives. And then it’s nothing
after that. [laughs] But it’s a very pleasant
place to be in, in my career. I do my wedding
shows. I get to put out records. I get to go
on touch with youth orchestras. So I’m very,
very happy to be where I am.
What do you think the future holds?
Can you guess at where you’ll be 20 years
from now?
I think I’ll still be making music. Our time
allows musicians to work in collaborations
with other formats, other expressions. So
I’ve been working the last five, 10 years with
art galleries and writers and people in TV
and movies and all kinds of things. I feel like
that’s where my music belongs. I’m not just
going to put out record after record. I make
a record, and then, after that, I usually make
some weird projects that people may not understand as well. [laughs] But it’s for myself.
It’s how I keep going.

Jekalyn Carr
Earns Sixth
Gospel Airplay
Leader With ‘My
Portion’
BY JIM ASKER

J

ekalyn Carr returns to the summit
of Billboard‘s Gospel Airplay chart,
as “My Portion” ascends to No. 1 on
the survey dated June 25. The song increased by 19% in plays in the week ending
June 19, according to Luminate.
Carr wrote the song solo. Her father, Allen Carr, produced it.
“‘My Portion’ is for people to understand that good news is their portion,”
Carr tells Billboard. “I wanted people to
understand that disappointment, sicknesses,
failure are not the portion that was promised to them.”
Carr achieves her sixth Gospel Airplay
coronation and her third in a row, following
“Jehovah Jireh,” which led for two weeks

last July, and “Changing Your Story,” which
topped the tally for a week in September
2020.
The artist first led Gospel Airplay in September 2016 when “You’re Bigger” began a
four-week reign. She subsequently led with
“You Will Win” (six weeks, beginning in
February 2018) and “It’s Yours” (nine, beginning in February 2019).
Jekalyn Carr has netted the fourth-most
Gospel Airplay No. 1s among all acts, dating to the survey’s March 2005 inception.
Tamela Mann ranks first with nine, followed
by Kirk Franklin (eight) and James Fortune
& FIYA (seven).

points in streaming, video, and radio. Notably, the Yasutaka Nakata-produced track
jumps 28-7 for streaming and 26-5 for video,
picking up momentum towards the movie’s
release this summer.
The Billboard Japan Hot 100 combines
physical and digital sales, audio streams,
radio airplay, Twitter mentions, YouTube
and GYAO! video views, Gracenote look-ups
and karaoke data.
For the full Billboard Japan Hot 100
chart, tallying the week from June 13 to 19,
see here.

Post Malone
BTS’ ‘Yet to Come’ & 21 Savage’s
Hits No. 1 on
‘Rockstar’ Video
Japan Hot 100
Hits 1 Billion
YouTube Views
BY BILLBOARD JAPAN

B

TS rises to No. 1 on the latest Billboard Japan Hot
100 with “Yet To Come (The
Most Beautiful Moment),” after
debuting on the tally last week at No. 5.
The lead single from the K-pop supergroup’s anthology album Proof racked up
12,435,525 streams on the chart dated June
22 to hit No. 1 for the metric, while also
coming in at No. 3 for video views, No. 6 for
downloads, No. 2 for radio airplay, and No.
37 for Twitter mentions. The album also
dominates the Japan Hot Albums chart
and the U.S. Billboard 200 tally this week,
showcasing BTS’ overwhelming global popularity once again.
SEKAI NO OWARI’s “Habit” holds at
No. 2 on the Japan Hot 100 after racking
up over 10 million streams — adding over
800,000 more than the week before — and
coming in at No. 2 for the metric after BTS.
The biting pop song by the band known as
End of the World outside Japan also continues to hold at No. 1 for video for the fourth
straight week and rises 6-4 for downloads.
Ado’s One Piece anime movie theme
“Shinjidai (Uta from ONE PIECE FILM
RED)” rises 9-6 on the tally, collecting

BY HANNAH DAILEY

E

verybody wants to see a rockstar
— at least, one billion people and
counting do. Post Malone and 21
Savage‘s 2017 music video for
their hit single “Rockstar” has surpassed
a billion views on YouTube, becoming the
former’s third and the latter’s first to reach
the milestone.
Shot through a slightly blurry camera
lens, the Emil Nava-directed visual features Posty and 21 Savage rapping about the
rockstar life’s abundance of girls and drugs,
while battling a harrowing set of enemies
using samurai martial arts. The two rappers
eventually come out on top and triumph
over their opponents, with the video’s closing shots showing them staring into the
camera with their faces and white clothing
covered in thick blood.
Of the four Post Malone tracks to reach
No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100, “Rockstar”
has had the best run thus far. The lead
single off the rapper’s 2018 sophomore album Beerbongs & Bentleys, it stayed atop the
chart for eight weeks and maintained a spot
on there for 41 weeks total.
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Prior to the release of Beerbongs &
Bentleys, Post — whose music videos for
“Sunflower” and “Congratulations” previously joined the billion views club — spoke
to Billboard about how “Rockstar” came
together in the studio. “We were at Quad
Studios,” he began. “Some kid came in, and I
guess he was in the session next door and he
was like, ‘Hey? Can I play you some beats?’
I’m like, ‘I guess so.’”
“You know, I’m a nice guy, I like music,”
he continued. “I’ll listen to your beats. He
played the beat and it was incredible. We
were just vibing on it and the melody was
sick. I finished my part and sent it off to [21]
Savage … I feel like he has a lot of attitude.
You know, he’s really got his own lane and
he really doesn’t care about anything, so
I figured that embodied it perfectly. He
snapped on the record, and I don’t think it
could have came out any better.”

Hailey Bieber
Sued Over Name
of Rhode Skincare
Line
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

T

wo former college roommates
who created a successful clothing
line under the “Rhode” trademark
sued model Hailey Bieber on
Tuesday, saying she’s creating market confusion by marketing a skincare line under the
Rhode name.
The lawsuit in Manhattan federal court
asked a judge to cite trademark infringement and block Bieber from selling or marketing any products with the Rhode name. It
also sought unspecified damages.
The lawsuit said court intervention
was necessary because Hailey Bieber is a
celebrity with over 45 million Instagram followers who launched her skin care line last
week and has filed trademark applications
to sell clothing.
Hailey Bieber is married to singer Justin
Bieber, and the lawsuit said her husband

has promoted her business to his 243 million Instagram followers, generating 1.5
million likes with one posting. Her lawyer
didn’t immediately respond to a request for
comment.
According to the lawsuit, Purna Khatau
and Phoebe Vickers are seeking to protect
the business they began in 2014 when they
quit their day jobs to create a high-end
clothing and accessories line, targeting
“feminine, confident and well-traveled
women.”
Since then, it said, their products have
been featured in Vogue, carried in stores
like Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Marcus
worldwide and worn by celebrities including Beyonce, Mindy Kaling and Rihanna.
Sales are projected to hit $14.5 million this
year, the lawsuit said.
On the day her product was launched,
Hailey Bieber said in a Forbes story that
she’s had a “really hard time” with “a world
of media that likes to perpetuate women
against women,” the lawsuit said.
“But the reality is that the ‘world of media’ Ms. Bieber describes is at her disposal.
And she has chosen to use it to squash a
woman and minority co-founded brand that
simply cannot compete with her immense
fame and following,” the lawsuit said.
When her product line was launched
June 15, Hailey Bieber appeared on Good
Morning America on ABC and The Tonight
Show with Jimmy Fallon on NBC, the lawsuit noted.
The lawsuit said confusion and harm to
the brand started by Khatau and Vickers is
already widespread and it has only taken
days for some consumers to believe that
the 8-year-old company is trading off the
name of the new competitor instead of the
reverse.
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A WEEKLY NATIONAL
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORT
Source:

WEEKLY UNIT COUNT
Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption
Units

This
Week*

24,177,828,000

21,057,805,000

3,120,023,000

1,961,000

372,000

3,073,000

17,703,000

Last
Week

24,297,670,000

21,235,707,000

3,061,962,000

1,691,000

381,000

2,995,000

17,541,000

Change

-0.5%

-0.8%

1.9%

16.0%

-2.4%

2.6%

0.9%

This Week
Last Year

21,857,371,000

19,110,681,000

2,746,691,000

2,601,000

507,000

4,046,000

16,978,000

Change

10.6%

10.2%

13.6%

-24.6%

-26.7%

-24.0%

4.3%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending June 16, 2022. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand.

2022

2021

Change

Total On-Demand
Streams

571,863,996,000

512,822,531,000

11.5%

Audio On-Demand
Streams

501,044,189,000

445,743,168,000

12.4%

Digital Track Sales

73,820,000

93,406,000

-21.0%

Album Sales

42,989,000

47,224,000

-9.0%

Albums
Consumption Units

416,638,000

381,176,000

9.3%

YEAR TO DATE
TOTAL STREAMING BY AGE
440b

ALBUM CONSUMPTION UNITS BY FORMAT
15,501,000

17,394,000

-10.9%

Vinyl Sales

17,638,000

17,666,000

-0.2%

Digital Sales

9,617,000

11,971,000

-19.7%

Other Sales

234,000

194,000

20.3%

Track Equivalent

7,382,000

9,341,000

-21.0%

Audio On-Demand
Equivalent

366,267,000

324,611,000

12.8%

Album consumption units — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA)
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.

360b
320b
280b

240b
200b
160b

2022

2021

-3.9%

120b

Catalog

CD Sales

159,863,433,000

Change

153,611,375,000

2021

Current

2022

400b

352,959,098,000

418,252,621,000

YEAR TO DATE

80b
40b
2022

2021

18.5%

0
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 06.25.2022

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

3 WKS



2

KATE BUSH

TIE

3

HARRY STYLES

TIE

3

KID HARPOON

7
8

TYLER JOHNSON

9

LOUIS BELL

5

11


ATL JACOB 
DOJA CAT 

10

ED SHEERAN
ZACH BRYAN

14

TAINY

15

LIL BABY

16

BILLY WALSH

17

NICKY YOURE

18

CHARLIE HANDSOME

19

ASHLEY GORLEY

20

ERNEST









21

MORGAN WALLEN

22

BLAKE SLATKIN

23

JOHNNY MCDAID

24

POST MALONE

25

FUTURE







1



#1

1 WK

ERNEST



3

ZACH BRYAN

4

ASHLEY GORLEY

BAILEY ZIMMERMAN

7

BEN JOHNSON

TIE

8

JIM COLLINS

TIE

8

TRENT TOMLINSON






SHANE MCANALLY 


#1

19 WKS

LIL BABY

2

FUTURE





3

TEMS

4

ATL JACOB





5

DRAKE

TIE

6

FINATIK

TIE

6

ISAAC DEBONI

8

THERON THOMAS

9

GUNNA

TIE

10

BILLY WALSH

TIE

10

LOUIS BELL

TIE

10

POST MALONE





AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY



#1

11 WKS

SZA

7

KATE BUSH

8

AUSTIN SHAWN

9

TAINY

10

OVY ON THE DRUMS

11

DAVE BAYLEY
















12

BLAKE SLATKIN

13

RICKY REED

14

CONNOR MCDONOUGH

15

FNZ

16

PDOGG

17

EVAN BLAIR

18

JASPER HARRIS

19

MATTMAN & ROBIN

20

GREG KURSTIN















21

DANN HUFF

22

CHARLIE HANDSOME

23

PHARRELL WILLIAMS

24

DAVID FANNING

25

DR. LUKE







5



DAVID FANNING 
RYAN HADLOCK 
MICHAEL KNOX 

6

TRENT WILLMON

7

DANN HUFF

8

ZACH CROWELL

9

JACOB DURRETT

10

SHANE MCANALLY

#1

AUSTIN SHAWN










R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM


#1

19 WKS



ATL JACOB

2

FNZ

TIE

3

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

3

RICKY REED









5


LOUIS BELL 

6

PHARRELL WILLIAMS

7

DR. LUKE

8

VAUGHN OLIVER

9

RAGE SANTANA

10





CHOPSQUAD DJ 

R&B PRODUCERSTM
TIE

1

TIE

1



21 WKS
#1

6 WKS

BLAKE SLATKIN

RONALD LARKINS

9

PETE SCUM NEBULA

STEPHEN HAGUE

10

DON CITY



3

THANKGOD4CODY

TIE

4

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

4

LARRY PRICE

TIE

4

LIZZO

TIE

4

MALCOLM MCLAREN

TIE

4

RICKY REED

TIE

4

TIE

4

TIE

4














JOEY MOI

72 WKS

8

TEMS






THANKGOD4CODY 
D’MILE 
MIKE WOODS 
TEMS 
SHIZZI 
MUSTARD 

2



LOUIS BELL

1





JOEY MOI

COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM




R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM



5

4

CHARLIE HANDSOME





6

2

R&B SONGWRITERSTM

JUNE
25
2022

ATL JACOB

3



5

1

4



6

1

TYLER JOHNSON

1

MORGAN WALLEN

10

2



2



TIE







KID HARPOON



COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM

MAG

2




12



#1

3 WKS

TIE



13



HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM
1




DAVE BAYLEY 
LA PACIENCIA 
MAG 

6



BAD BUNNY



3
4
5
6





THERON THOMAS 



7

#1



RICKY REED





The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated June 25, 2022. Rankings are based on
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 06.25.2022

RAP SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

LIL BABY

14 WKS

2

ATL JACOB



3

FUTURE

4

DOJA CAT



RAP PRODUCERSTM



1





5

DRAKE

6

ROGET CHAHAYED

TIE

7

FINATIK

TIE

7

ISAAC DEBONI

TIE

7

TEJIRI AKPOGHENE

TIE

7

TEMS





1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1


#1
37 WKS
#1
37 WKS
#1
37 WKS
#1
37 WKS
#1



ELTON JOHN



PETER MAYES



SAM LITTLEMORE

6

PABLO BOWMAN

7

FARRUKO

8

PETER RYCROFT

9

TIESTO

10

DXRK











1


71 WKS

2

MAG





BAD BUNNY

LA PACIENCIA
TAINY

TIE

5

KAROL G

TIE

5

OVY ON THE DRUMS

7

BYRD

8

KEITYN

9

ELENA ROSE

10

ALBERT HYPE













ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

JUNE
25
2022



#1

3 WKS

5

ROGET CHAHAYED

6

VAUGHN OLIVER

KATE BUSH

2

DAVE BAYLEY

3

ZACH BRYAN

4

NICKY YOURE








5

STEPHEN SANCHEZ

6

BOYWITHUKE

TIE

7

DAVE PITTENGER

TIE

7

GAYLE

TIE

7

SARA DAVIS

TIE

10

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

10

FINNEAS









10

CHARLIE HANDSOME

10

JACK HARLOW

TIE

10

JASPER HARRIS











TIE





DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM


#1

2 WKS

LOST FREQUENCIES

2

TIESTO





3

ALESSO

4

DIGITAL FARM ANIMALS

TIE

5

CHRIS THOMAS

TIE

5

GUS DUDGEON

TIE

5

NICK LITTLEMORE

TIE

5

PETER MAYES

5

SAM LITTLEMORE

10

LOSTBOY
















LATIN PRODUCERSTM


#1

8 WKS

2

TAINY

MAG





3

OVY ON THE DRUMS

4

SUBELO NEO





5

BYRD

6

ALBERT HYPE

7

JIMMY HUMILDE

8

LENNEX

9

JOTA ROSA

10

SCOTT DITTRICH













ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1





TIE

1



3
4



DR. LUKE

10

TIE

LATIN SONGWRITERSTM
#1

PHARRELL WILLIAMS

TIE






3

1

NICK LITTLEMORE

ATL JACOB

4

9






RAGE SANTANA 
CHOPSQUAD DJ 
PARKED UP 
BABETRUTH 



BERNIE TAUPIN

37 WKS

FNZ

8

DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

2

7





#1

21 WKS



#1

2 WKS

KATE BUSH

2

DAVE BAYLEY





3

MATTMAN & ROBIN

4

RYAN HADLOCK



5

DAZY

6

PETE NAPPI

7

TRAVIS BARKER

8

EDDIE SPEAR

9

FINNEAS

10

BOYWITHUKE
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ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

2 WKS



KATE BUSH

1

4


NICKY YOURE 
BOYWITHUKE 

TIE

5

DAVE PITTENGER

TIE

5

GAYLE

TIE

5

SARA DAVIS

TIE

8

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

8

FINNEAS

TIE

10

BEN MCKEE

TIE

10

DAN REYNOLDS

TIE

10

DANIEL PLATZMAN

TIE

10

MATTIAS LARSSON

TIE

10

ROBIN FREDRIKSSON

TIE

10

WAYNE SERMON

2
3

DAVE BAYLEY






















#1

2 WKS

WZRD BLD

CHRIS MOTIONLESS

3

CODY QUISTAD

TIE

3

TIE

5

TIE

5

TIE

5

ZOLTAN BATHORY

8

JUSTIN DEBLIECK



9

JUSTIN MORROW

TIE

10

ALEX TREJO

TIE

10

GIOVANNIE YANEZ



1


20 WKS

4
TIE

5

BLESSING OFFOR

TIE

5

SAM ELLIS

7

MATTHEW WEST

3

8
9
10



JUNE
25
2022





2

CHRIS BROWN

TIE

2

NAOMI RAINE

TIE

2

STEVEN FURTICK



5

KIRK FRANKLIN

6

KANYE WEST

7

JEKALYN CARR

8

OJIVOLTA

TIE

8

RAUL CUBINA

TIE

10

DJ KHALIL

TIE

10

JAHMAL GWIN





5

PETE NAPPI
FINNEAS














7

BOYWITHUKE

8

TRAVIS BARKER

9

RYAN METZGER

10

ANDREW GOLDSTEIN








WZRD BLD

2

JUSTIN DEBLIECK

3

TYLER SMYTH






FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH

TIE

5

KEVIN CHURKO

7

TAYLOR KIMBALL

8

SCOTT STEVENS




JULIAN COMEAU 
E-BASS 





CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM
1





#1

2 WKS

HOWARD BENSON



#1

16 WKS

JEFF PARDO

2

JONATHAN SMITH







3

SAM ELLIS

4

KYLE WILLIAMS

5

PAUL MOAK

6

COLBY WEDGEWORTH

7

BRYAN FOWLER

TIE

8

BEN GLOVER

TIE

8

JEFF SOJKA

10

CASON COOLEY














GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM
TIE
TIE





5



CHANDLER MOORE

TIE

TIE
AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY





6




DAVID SPENCER 
KATY NICHOLE 
JESS CATES 

#1

DAZY

4

ETHAN HULSE

7 WKS

MATTMAN & ROBIN

9

GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
1

3

TIE




JEFF PARDO



4

10


ANNE WILSON 
BEN GLOVER 

2

DAVE BAYLEY

HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM



CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
#1



KATE BUSH

2

1

2


RONNIE RADKE 
IVAN MOODY 
KEVIN CHURKO 

TIE





#1

2 WKS



HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
1

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM



1
1



12 WKS
#1

14 WKS

#1

JONATHAN JAY
TONY BROWN

3

BRYAN FOWLER

4

KANYE WEST







5

OJIVOLTA

6

MIKE DEAN

TIE

7

BOOGZDABEAST

TIE

7

DJ KHALIL

9

30ROC

10

ALLEN CARR














